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Abstract 

A 6100 acre homeowners association located in central Colorado (“the Ranch”) implemented a 
stewardship plan requiring the annual harvesting of biomass to meet multiple objectives, 
including improved wildlife habitat, wildfire risk reduction and increased health of the 
vegetation.  The Ranch is leaving this biomass in the field after harvest.  Some owners on the 
Ranch are also interested in strategies to reduce their carbon emissions.  A small scale biomass-
fueled combined heat and power plant, using the biomass currently being left in the field, is a 
possible strategy the homeowners could use to lower their carbon emissions.  I evaluated 
available technologies and conflicting social, environmental and economic objectives important 
to the Ranch owners.  The conflicting objectives were to maximize the economics of the 
combined heat and power plant, minimize the aesthetic impacts of a power plant, minimize the 
impacts of traffic associated with hauling the biomass from the field to the power plant facility, 
and maximize the environmental objectives of wildfire risk reduction and carbon dioxide 
emissions reductions.   

I reviewed the literature for biomass-fueled combined heat and power technologies that are 
reported to be commercially available at a scale of less than 35 kilowatts of electricity (limited 
by available biomass fuel).  I performed an economic analysis on three of these technologies, 
comparing them to the status quo of continuing to purchase energy at retail prices over a 25 
year time horizon.  Using multiattribute utility analysis, I quantified the conflicting objectives 
important to the Ranch owners when comparing the single technology that had a positive 
payback against the status quo, assuming the technology would perform as predicted by the 
manufacturer.  Because the technology is unproven, I then analyzed the effects of uncertainty 
about the longevity and annual operating capacity on the viability of using such a power facility 
using multiattribute utility analysis under uncertainty. 

My results indicated there is currently no basis to suggest pursuing a small scale biomass-fueled 
combined heat and power plant on the Ranch.  The placement of a combined heat and power 
plant at the Ranch headquarters was too much of an aesthetic concern and the plant 
technology proved too unreliable to permit environmental benefits to outweigh these negative 
factors.  The Ranch owners’ decision maker did place a significant weight on carbon dioxide 

reductions, but these reductions decreased when the uncertainty associated with the reliability 
of the technology was considered.  The decision maker placed little emphasis on the economic 
return of the power plant because of its long payback period and relatively small positive cash 
flow.  Hauling the biomass from the woods and wildfire reduction mitigation were of little 
importance to the decision maker, due to the relatively small values associated with these 
attributes at the scale examined.  Development of small scale biomass-fueled combined heat 
and power technology, so that it is reliable and affordable, will be crucial in the future for these 
technologies to play a role as an alternative energy strategy for the Ranch. 
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Introduction 

The Ranch is a private homeowners association of approximately 6100 acres located in 

Snowmass Village, Colorado.  The Ranch consists of 14 home sites which range in size from 150 

acres to over 500 acres.  In 1989 the developers of the Ranch established objectives for the long 

term management of the Ranch.  These objectives centered on simplicity of ownership, so that 

purchasers of 500 acre parcels would not be burdened by working the land or managing a staff 

to do it.  Figure 1 shows the property location. 

 
Figure 1:  Ranch location (Courtesy Google Earth) 

 

 The Ranch supports a resident elk herd of approximately 150 individuals and seasonally 

supports an additional 200 to 300 elk as a migratory corridor between summer and winter 

ranges.  The management of these elk, along with other big game, birds and small mammals, is  
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a high priority to Ranch landowners.  Vegetation management is a critical component of this 

wildlife management.   

Since the inception of the Ranch in 1989, some environmental concerns have increased in the 

western United States:  a beetle epidemic affecting trees of the genus Pinus creating 

widespread mortality in these trees; a newly classified phenomenon affecting aspen trees, 

known as sudden aspen decline (SAD), also causing widespread mortality in these trees; the 

possibility of increased wildfire incidence; and, the desire to lower atmospheric carbon dioxide 

(CO2) levels (Kliejunas et al.  2009).  Because of these concerns and the declining health and 

aesthetics of timber on the Ranch, homeowners have become more involved with how to 

better manage vegetation on the Ranch and are beginning to investigate and implement 

alternative energy strategies. 

The Ranch commissioned the Forest, Vegetation, and Wildlife Stewardship Management Plan 

(the Plan) (Lankford, 2009) in 2009 in response to these concerns and started implementation 

of the Plan in the same year.  The Plan was prepared by Len Lankford of Lankford Foresters, 

Inc., in collaboration with Mike Thomas (author of this report), Ranch Manager, Kelly Rogers, 

District Forester, Colorado State Forest Service (CSFS) and Kevin Wright, District Wildlife 

Manager, Colorado Division of Wildlife (CDOW). 

One of the objectives of the Plan is the manipulation of vegetation through selective harvesting 

of biomass, particularly Gambel oak (Quercus gambelii) and aspen (Populus tremuloides).  It is 

thought that most of these populations are the result of stand-replacing wildfires which 

occurred 120 to 150 years ago (Lankford 2009).  Due to the suppression of wildfires over the 
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last century, mechanical manipulation, replicating and mitigating this disturbance event, is 

recommended to increase the vigor of these vegetation types (Lankford 2009).   

Ranch owners have increasingly been investigating and implementing alternative energy 

practices on the Ranch.  Homeowners have installed solar electric panels and geothermal heat 

pumps.   Conventional energy sources on the Ranch are provided from propane and the 

electrical grid.  Ranch-produced biomass may be a source of energy to reduce the use of these 

energy sources. 

Other objectives are to maintain the beauty and serenity of the property.  These objectives can 

conflict with wildlife management, vegetation management and alternative energy production.  

For example, vegetation management can create visual and noise concerns, while abstaining 

from vegetation management can create hazardous wildfire conditions with the potential for 

even greater ecological and aesthetic effects and conditions less favorable for wildlife.  

Alternative energy facilities may create aesthetic or noise concerns, not conducive to the 

overall philosophy of ownership. A balance of management regimes is necessary to meet the 

overall objectives of the Ranch homeowners.   

Wildcat Ranch inventory data on aspen indicates that average volume is 20 cords/acre 

(Lankford 2009), yielding up to 200 cords annually.  Volume for Gambel oak on the Ranch has 

not been determined with any statistical reliability.   Initial investigation suggests that Gambel 

oak in this region may yield around 2.5 cords/acre (Banzhaf et al. 1986), producing up to 125 

cords annually.  The Btu values of a bone-dry cord of Gambel oak and aspen are approximately 

30.7 x 10⁶ (Banzhaf et al. 1986) and 18 x 10⁶ (Baker 1992), respectively.  This represents a 
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potential of up to 2 x 10⁶ kW of energy in the form of biomass currently being left in the field.  

This biomass can possibly be used to produce heat and electricity as a replacement for fossil 

fuels.  

The biomass currently being left in the field could potentially fuel a combined heat and power 

(CHP) plant located on the Ranch.  A  CHP plant produces electricity while incorporating the 

waste heat for beneficial uses such as domestic hot water and heating buildings. This reduces 

the need for fossil fuels to serve these purposes.  CHP is considered carbon neutral and a 

renewable energy source (Brown  2008).  This project will determine if a small scale CHP plant, 

integrated with the Plan, is an alternative due further consideration from the community at this 

time.   

Objectives 

To answer the question whether a CHP plant should be installed to provide biomass energy to 

the Ranch, I analyzed 

 appropriate CHP technologies based on availability and the corresponding end use along 

with the income stream associated with each technology; 

 best management practice for transporting and storing the biomass and the associated 

cost of this practice; 

 available sustainable biomass for use as fuel for a CHP plant located on the Ranch; and, 

 the social, economic and ecological factors considered important to the decision maker 

in deciding whether or not to build a CHP facility. 
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Biomass Available 

I used the typical conversion rates for cords of wood into volumetric quantities.  A standard 

cord of wood contains 128 cubic feet.  I found little available literature concerning Gambel oak 

growth rates and estimated volume per acre.  Betters estimates that typical growth for Gambel 

oak on the Front Range of Colorado is on the order of 3.5 cubic feet per year and typical 

lifespan is 80 years (Betters 1986).  Mapping of the Ranch’s Gambel oak stands suggests that 

there are approximately 3000 acres of accessible Gambel oak stands on the Ranch.  At 3.5 cubic 

feet of growth per year the Ranch can theoretically sustainably produce 10,500 cubic feet (82 

cords) per year based on Betters’ estimates. 

Betters also reports that Gambel oak stands on the Front Range typically have volumes in the 

range of 2.5 to 5 cords per acre (1986).  Limited sampling conducted on the Ranch examining 20 

1/50th acre plots found volumes to be much lower than Betters’ estimates.  Although these 

samples indicate that volumes are in the range of 1 cord per acre, there is no statistical 

reliability to this small sample.  However, in the absence of other data, I will use 1 cord per acre 

as a basis for volume removal in the Gambel oak stands.  Kelly Rogers of the Colorado State 

Forest Service indicates that the lower volumes may be more accurate for the Ranch Gambel 

oak inventories than Betters’ estimates (Rogers 2010). 

Based on Betters’ rotation age and predicted sustained yield, I estimated that about 35 acres of 

Gambel oak can be harvested sustainably, yielding 35 cords annually.  Air-dry Gambel oak at 

12% moisture rate weighs 3548 pounds per cord (Barger and Ffolliott 1972).  Annual production 

will yield approximately 62 tons of Gambel oak.   
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The Ranch contains approximately 475 acres of aspen stands.  Kelly Rogers of the Colorado 

State Forest Service inventoried these stands in 2008 and determined average volume to be 

approximately 20 cords per acre (Lankford 2009).  Treatment acreage goals are 10 acres per 

year yielding 200 cords annually.  Although harvesting goals are conservative, considering the 

age and decline in these stands, this will exceed the predicted annual sustained yield of 10 

cords per acre.  Since the stands are reaching the end of their expected lifespan, an accelerated 

treatment is needed to increase the health of these stands (Lankford 2009).  The 10-acre 

treatments are not as large as recommended by the Plan.   Ranch owners are concerned that 

larger treatment areas could create too much visual impact compared to allowing the stands to 

die naturally and regenerate.  Air-dry aspen at 12% moisture content weighs 2400 pounds per 

cord (Forestindustries.com 2011).  Annual harvest will yield about 240 tons of aspen. 

Biomass Removal 

Currently the Ranch is conducting annual vegetation treatments on the scales previously 

mentioned (10 acres of aspen treatment and 35 acres of Gambel oak treatment annually) with 

the biomass left in the field.  This investigation analyzed three alternatives in the removal of 

this biomass:   

1. Trees felled (cutting the tree down), bunched (gathering the trees together in a 

consolidated pile for further processing) and chipped (mechanically chipping the tree 

into small pieces) on site.  Felling and bunching of trees can be handled with a small 

scale feller-buncher attached to the front end of a Ranch-owned tractor loader and 
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chipped on site with a mobile chipper.   Appendix A illustrates a feller-buncher mounted 

to a small skid-steer loader and a mobile chipper.  

2. Trees felled and bunched on site and transported to an adjacent log storage pile 

(landing or log deck).   Trees will be stored at landings for one year for chipping at 

landings and then chips hauled to the CHP plant for storage at an additional landing.    

3. Trees felled and bunched onsite, transported to plant and chipped at CHP plant. Trees 

are transported directly to plant for chipping with a log deck at CHP plant for drying for 

one year.  Appendix B illustrates a log deck and a chipper.   

Table 1 illustrates the advantages and disadvantages of these alternatives.  Chipping at the CHP 

plant is the choice for this project due to the environmental concerns of re-entering the site in 

year 2 and possibly damaging new vegetation, as required when chipping in the field, and the 

visibility concerns of log decks adjacent to Ranch trails and roads associated with chipping at 

staged log decks.  Also, chipping at the CHP plant requires only the purchase of a log trailer and 

loader hauled using existing Ranch equipment (Appendix C), which will be less expensive than 

purchasing a mobile chipper and haul wagon combination as required in the other two 

alternatives.  The economic analysis for CHP technologies includes the purchase of a log trailer 

with loader, a feller-buncher and a chipper at the CHP facility. The expected cost of hauling and 

chipping the biomass from the field is $82 per ton for aspen and $58 per ton for Gambel oak, 

based on hauling 2 cords per load an average distance of 2 miles from the woods to the CHP 

plant.  The difference in the removal cost is due to the densities of the respective species.  The 

trailer is restricted by volume and not weight.  Therefore, a trip for Gambel oak will yield more 

tonnage per load than a trip for aspen. 
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Table 1:  Advantages and disadvantages of biomass removal alternatives at the Ranch. 
 

 1 
Chip in field 

2 
Chip at landing 

3 
Chip at CHP plant 

 

 

 

Advantages 

 
-No log deck at 
landing or CHP plant, 
biomass dries in field 
for 1 year 
 
-Less handling of 
biomass 

 
-No log deck at CHP 
plant, biomass dries 
in field for 1 year 
 
 
-No return to site in 
year 2, eliminating 
chance of damaging 
re-vegetation 
 

 
-Manageable loads of 
logs with terrain 
specific trailer 
 
 
-No return to site in 
year 2, eliminating 
chance of damaging 
re-vegetation 
 
-Chip at facility and 
not in terrain (easier 
with less expensive 
stationary chipper) 
 
-No log decks in field 
 

 

 

Disadvantages 

 
-Hauling chipper and 
chip wagon in terrain 
 
-Must return to site in 
year 2, possibly 
damaging re-
vegetation 
 
-More expensive 
chipper needed, able 
to handle terrain 

 
-Hauling chipper and 
wagon in terrain 
 
-Log decks in field for 
1 year adjacent to 
trails and roads, 
highly visible 
 
-More expensive 
chipper  needed, able 
to handle terrain 
 

 
-Log deck at CHP 
plant for drying 
creates an additional 
negative visual impact 
at CHP facility 
 

Small-Scale Biomass-Fueled CHP Technologies  

 The scale of the CHP plant is limited by the biomass available for electricity production and by 

the ability to optimally use the excess heat produced from electricity generation (for space and 

hot water heating).  Maximum available biomass is estimated at 300 tons per year.   The excess 
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heat will displace propane currently used at Ranch housing and maintenance facilities for heat 

and hot water.   The housing facilities require thermal outputs to be in the range of 150,000 

British Thermal Units per hour (btu/h) to meet the demands of heat and hot water during peak 

periods.  The maintenance facility requires 100,000 btu/hr.    These btu/hr capacities are based 

on the size of the heating and hot water units currently installed in each facility.  A CHP unit 

capable of district heating, that is, heating the maintenance facility and all the housing facilities, 

needs to produce at least 250,000 btu/hr in heat energy plus electrical production. 

 Because I was unable to find a reliable source for btus per pound (btu/lb) for Gambel oak, 

aspen btu/lb is used to determine the maximum possible electrical generation capacity, based 

on the assumption that Gambel oak (a denser and slower growing wood) has at least the same 

or more btu/lb as aspen.  Aspen btu/pound is reported to be 5787 btu/lb (Wisconsin Division of 

Natural Resources 1990).  Typical electrical efficiencies for biomass conversion to electricity are 

from 30 - 34% (Energy 2007).  One kW equals 3415 btu, thus one pound of aspen contains 1.69 

kW.  I use the lower electrical efficiency of 30%, resulting in roughly 0.51 kWe per pound of 

biomass.   

As previously stated, the Ranch is able to generate 300 tons per year of aspen and Gambel oak 

biomass or the equivalent of 306,000 kWe hours.  Assuming a CHP plant runs 365 days per year, 

24 hours per day, the total electrical power production could support a 35 kWe power plant.  It 

is not likely that a plant could operate at this high production level, but this gives a starting 

point to investigate the scale of CHP technologies. 
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My review examined major energy conversion technologies for biomass-fueled CHP systems to 

match these technologies with the biomass produced on the Ranch, based on the commercial 

availability of the technology.  Biomass-fueled technologies include a primary conversion 

technology that converts biomass into hot water, steam, gaseous or liquid products and a 

secondary technology that converts the products into usable heat and electrical power (Dong et 

al. 2008).  The primary conversion technologies include the conversion of biomass through:  

(1) the direct combustion of the biomass producing steam or hot water;  

(2)  pyrolysis, the thermal decomposition of biomass in the absence of oxygen which 

produces combustible gases and liquids;  

(3) gasification, the thermal decomposition of biomass with a limited amount of oxygen; 

(4)  processes that produce ethanol; and, 

(5)  processes that produce biodiesel.   

Secondary technologies include some sort of engine or turbine driven by the primary 

technology.  Table 2 lists these specific technologies and whether they are available at the scale 

needed on the Ranch. 

After extensive review of the literature and talks with multiple vendors dealing in this scale of 

biomass-fired CHP technologies, gasification producing gaseous fuels is the only alternative 

available off the shelf that can match the scale of the power plant alternatives needed at the 

Ranch.  Although gasification is still in its infancy at the scale needed for this project, a limited 

number of gasification power plants are commercially available.  However, the reliability of 

these commercially available units is still uncertain and will be addressed in this report.  Stirling 
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engine and organic Rankine engines show promise at small scales but are still in the 

developmental stages and none are commercially available now at the scale needed. 

Table 2:  Biomass-fueled technologies and commercial availability (Dong et al. 2009). 

Primary technology Secondary technology Commercially 
available at 
proposed scale 

Combustion producing steam, 
hot water 

Steam engine, steam turbine, Stirling 
engine*, organic Rankine cycle** 

No 

Gasification producing 
gaseous fuels 

Internal combustion (spark) engine, micro-
turbine, gas turbine, fuel cell 

Yes 

Pyrolysis producing gaseous 
or liquid fuels 

Internal combustion engine 

 

No 

Biochemical and biological 
processes producing ethanol 
or biogas 

Internal combustion engine 

 

No 

Chemical and mechanical 
processes which produce 
biodiesel 

Internal combustion engine No 

*The Stirling engine is an external combustion engine which often uses a working gas such as helium or hydrogen.  Instead of the heat being 
generated inside the cylinder as in an internal combustion engine, it is generated outside.  As one cylinder heats and expands, another cools 
and compresses, turning a shaft (Obernberger et al. 2003).  **The organic Rankine cycle is also an external combustion engine, similar to a 
steam engine, but rather than using water as the working medium, it uses an organic medium (like silicone) (Obernberger et al. 2003). 

 

Gasification converts biomass into a low to medium-Btu combustible gas, a mixture of carbon 

monoxide, hydrogen, methane, nitrogen, water vapor, carbon dioxide, tar vapor and ash 

particles (Peterson and Haase 2009).  This gas can then be used to drive a micro-turbine or fire 

an internal combustion engine to produce shaft power for an electrical generator.  These 

conversion technologies produce waste heat that can be captured for auxiliary uses such as 
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space heating, hot water heating or use in absorption chillers for cooling.  Appendix D illustrates 

a typical biomass fueled gasification CHP system. 

I reviewed four manufacturers who claim that their technologies are commercially available to 

determine availability, predicted cost and technical barriers.  Talbott’s Biomass Generators Ltd. 

located in the United Kingdom manufactures a 25 kW electric (kWe) micro turbine capable of 

producing 25 kWe and 80 kW thermal (kWt).  The secondary technology driving the electrical 

generator is a micro-turbine.  This unit can run 8000 hours per year according to the 

manufacturer (Tatt 2011).  Fuel requirements are estimated at a maximum of 55 pounds of 

biomass per hour or 220 tons per year, well within the predicted available biomass of 300 tons 

per year.  The 80 kWt output is capable of handling district heat for all buildings with a 

maximum btu output of 273,000 btu/hr.  Appendix E shows all details of the Talbott’s CHP unit. 

All Power Labs (APL) of Berkeley, California, produces a 10 kWe and a 20 kWe gasification unit.  

These units are still in the developmental stages.  The company is an open source organization 

selling palletized units to consumers willing to take the risk that all the possible problems 

associated with the units are not yet worked out.   The manufacturer is very clear that there are 

still many uncertainties about the ability of their units to perform as needed for this application 

(Little 2011).  My analysis of the APL units is based on the assumption that the manufacturer 

will continue to improve and support these units.  Parts are modular and can be replaced as 

improvements are integrated into the APL units.  Both units are expected to run in the range of 

3600 hours per year and could have a lifespan of 25 years (Little 2011).   
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The secondary technology driving the APL generator is a spark ignited industrial internal 

combustion engine designed for natural gas and modified to run on gases produced by the 

gasifier.  Both units are expected to produce about 0.342 kWe per pound of wood.  The 10 kWe 

unit will need about 30 pounds of biomass per hour and the 20 kWe unit 60 pounds per hour.  

Annual fuel requirements are 54 tons and 108 tons per year, respectively.  This falls well within 

the estimated annual biomass yield of the Ranch.  According to the manufacturer, expected 

heat recovery should be in the neighborhood of 3 times the electrical output or 30 kWt 

(102,450 btu/hr) for the 10 kWe unit and 60kWt (204,900 btu/hr) for the 20 kWe unit.  Waste 

heat is recovered via heat exchangers from the exhaust, the cooling fluid and oil in the engine.  

Neither unit will produce enough heat for district heating but both will adequately meet the 

heat and hot water requirements for the maintenance facility based on the heat to power ratio 

reported.  Appendix F shows the details of the All Power Labs CHP units 

Ankur Scientific Energy Technologies Pvt. Ltd., a company in India, manufactures a range of 

gasification units powering internal combustion engines (Jain 2011).  These units range in size 

from 10 kWe up.  They have hundreds of units installed.  Most of their units are installed in 

developing nations and tropical climates where the units are the sole power supply for villages 

or off-grid facilities.  These units look very promising electrically and economically but the 

manufacturer has little experience in capturing the waste heat and could not provide any 

information on cost associated with heat transfer.  The units are marketed with a cooling pond 

to dump the waste heat.  The secondary technology for these units is an internal combustion 

engine manufactured in India.  Because of the unknowns associated with costs of capturing the 
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available heat and the ability to procure parts for the internal combustion engine, this 

manufacturer is not included further in the analysis.   

Community Power, Littleton, Colorado, appears frequently in the literature as a producer of 

small scale biomass fired CHP technology (Energy 2007; Dong et al. 2009; Peterson and Haase 

2009).  The literature and company website look promising (Community Power 2011) but 

multiple attempts to get quantifiable information on costs and availability from company 

representatives failed.  Further economic analysis is therefore impossible for the Community 

Power CHP plant.   

Conflicting Objectives 

After examining the available CHP technologies and establishing that three were suitable for 

further analysis, it was necessary to examine how these technologies integrate with the 

multiple, and possibly conflicting, objectives of the Ranch owners.  This analysis presented a 

number of conflicting objectives, combined with uncertainty, which required tradeoff analysis 

for the decision maker to come to an informed decision.   The conflicting objectives were to 

maximize the economics of the combined heat and power plant, minimize the aesthetic 

impacts of a power plant, minimize the impacts of traffic associated with hauling the biomass 

from the field to the power plant facility, and maximize the environmental objectives of wildfire 

risk reduction and carbon dioxide emissions reductions.   

I compared the status quo of continuing to leave the biomass onsite and purchasing 

conventional power from fossil-fuel based sources to various means of producing power onsite, 

considering the factors of capital cost, operations and maintenance cost of operating the CHP 
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facility and the cost of hauling the biomass from the woods.  Environmental factors such as 

carbon dioxide (CO2) reductions and wildfire risk reduction could potentially play a role in the 

final decision.  The perceived inconvenience associated with transporting the biomass from the 

woods to the CHP plant and CHP plant aesthetics were also factors in the decision making 

process.  I used multiattribute utility analysis (MAUT) to subjectively quantify the values 

associated with these conflicting objectives.   

Methods 

First, I analyzed the cost and revenue streams of the CHP technologies to determine economic 

feasibility of these technologies against the status quo, eliminating all but one technology for 

further examination.  I then examined how this technology and the status quo would effect CO2 

reduction, wildfire risk reduction, trips from the field and visual impacts. 

Economics 

My economic analysis examined three alternative technologies comparing them to the status 

quo of continuing to leave biomass in the field and purchasing electricity and propane as energy 

sources for the Ranch common areas.  The common areas contain the maintenance facility and 

three employee housing units.  I evaluated the Talbott’s 25kWe micro-turbine, the All Power 

Labs 10 kWe system and the All Power Labs 20 kWe system to determine net revenue of these 

technologies over the lifetime of the CHP project, expressed as net present value (NPV). 

I performed an economic analysis over a 25 year time frame with construction of the CHP plant 

to take place in 2011 and startup of the plant in 2012.  The four alternatives I examined were: 
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 The status quo, which leaves all biomass in the field and purchases electricity and 

propane for the Ranch Center at current retail prices.  There are no construction cost, 

hauling, or operations and maintenance (O&M) costs. 

 The Talbott’s 25 kWe gasification unit, which produces 200,000 kWh of electricity and 

displaces all propane usage except for cooking which is estimated to be $500 per year. 

 The All Power Labs 20 kWe gasification, unit which produces 72,000 kWh of electricity 

and displaces propane usage for the maintenance facility. 

 The All Power Labs 10 kWe gasification unit, which produces 36,000 kWh of electricity 

and displaces propane usage for the maintenance facility. 

 The time frame of all cash flow scenarios was based on the expected life of the power plants, 

which was assumed to be 25 years based on conversations with the manufacturers of the CHP 

plants investigated. 

Operations and maintenance cost (O&M) included all handling of the biomass and CHP facility 

and equipment maintenance.  Capital costs included purchasing the CHP plant, support 

equipment for the handling the biomass, storage facilities for storing the biomass and buildings 

or containers to house the CHP unit.  Capital cost also included the purchase of a feller-

buncher, loader-trailer and chipper. 

The analysis for all cash flow scenarios assumed an escalation rate of 2.0% per year for 

electrical rates for the local area.  Although Energy Information Agency (EIA) figures suggest 

that this rate could be as high as 3.7% projected over the next 25 years (EIA 2010), a 
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conversation with a representative at Holy Cross Electric Cooperative, the local utility, indicates 

that 2.0% is a more realistic escalation (Tate 2011).  

Escalation rates for propane cost are estimated to be 5.5% annually.  This was calculated from 

information available from the EIA for projected residential propane cost over the next 25 years 

(EIA 2010).  Historical prices for propane usage on the Ranch in the last 10 years indicate this 

was a reasonable assumption. 

I calculated Operations and Maintenance (O&M) escalation for all scenarios using the average 

annual increase in the consumer price index (CPI) for the last 10 years, yielding an average 

annual escalation of 2.6% (Bureau of Labor Statistics Calculator 2010).  The discount rate was 

estimated at 3% based on current 10-year U.S. Treasury interest rates (U.S. Department of 

Treasury 2011). 

Revenue for construction is generated through the Investment Tax Credit at 10% of the 

construction cost of the CHP facility (DSIRE 2011) and a Holy Cross electric grant in the amount 

of $9000 (Holy Cross 2011).   Holy Cross Electric provided an estimate for the revenue 

associated with the sale of electricity back to the grid under a power purchase agreement 

(PPA).   I assumed all power is sold back to the grid at a 2011 basis of $0.085 per kWh (Tate 

2011).  Since all power is sold back to the grid, retail electric purchases will continue for all 

facilities and are estimated on the 2010 baseline cost for the Ranch Center facilities.  Appendix 

G contains a detailed review of the revenues and costs of the alternatives, with a summary in 

Table 3.
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 Table 3:  Economic comparison of proposed energy alternatives with capital costs, incomes, operations and maintenance costs, 
net present values and breakeven. 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Alternative 
 
 

Economic 
Incentive 
Income 

 

Capital 
Cost 

Electricity 
Income  

(Annual) 

Electricity 
Cost  

(Annual)  

Propane 
Cost 

(Annual)  

O&M Cost 
(Annual)  

 NPV Breakeven 
Year vs. 

Status Quo 

Status Quo 
 
 

$0 $0 $0 ($8,930) ($12,155) $0 ($618,421) Not 
Applicable 

Talbott’s  
25 kWe 
 

$62,343 
 
 

($533,430) $17,340 ($8,930) ($500) ($23,539) ($855,853) >25 

APL 20 
kWe 
 

$19,064 
 
 

($100,640) $6,242 ($8,930) ($5,470) ($15,147) ($684,210) >25 

APL 10 
kWe 

$16,488 ($74,876) $3,121 
 
 

($8,930) ($5,470) ($9,121) 
 

($588,933) 20-21 
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Economic Analysis Results 

The APL 10 kWe gasification unit does, theoretically, offer an economic alternative to the status 

quo if it is able to run for 3600 hours per year with a lifespan of 25 years.  The Talbott’s and the 

APL 20 kWe units have no positive payback during the life of the plants and, regardless of the 

tradeoffs among the objectives cannot  currently offer an attractive enough return against the 

status quo to consider further in this analysis. 

The APL 10 kWe is the only CHP unit I evaluated against the status quo in the MAUT analysis.  

The plant is thermally matched with the heat usage of the maintenance facility.  This means 

that running the plant more than 3600 hours per year has diminishing financial returns since 

there are no longer savings associated with the heating of the facility.  The O&M cost 

associated with running the plant without being able to use the heat for economically beneficial 

purposes outpaces the sale of the electricity to the grid for an overall negative result financially. 

Carbon Dioxide Reduction 

Carbon dioxide emissions occur during the burning of the woody biomass in the production of 

electricity and heat using the CHP plant.  Life cycle assessments confirm that the re-growth of 

sustainably managed vegetation will absorb almost as much CO2 as is harvested, and it also 

avoids emission of CO2 when the biomass is left on the ground to decompose (Brown 2008).  

Although the CO2 is released at a more rapid rate through burning, this summary suggests that 

the burning of the biomass is CO2 neutral over the life cycle of the vegetation even without 

using the fuels to produce heat and power.  There are many factors to consider when 

determining the carbon budget of the burning of the biomass, most of which are outside the 
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scope of my report, so I am assuming that the burning of the biomass on the Ranch is carbon 

neutral.  I am also assuming the burning of biomass fuels to produce the heat and power of the 

CHP plant reduces the amount of CO2 released into the atmosphere, through the replacement 

of fossil fuels traditionally used for these purposes, resulting in a net greenhouse gas reduction 

(Brown 2008).   

Power produced by Holy Cross Electric is reported to produce 1.795 pounds of CO2 per kWh 

(Heede 2006).  This is the basis used to calculate the reduction in CO2 from electricity produced 

by the CHP plant.  Heede reports that propane usage in the Snowmass Village, Colorado, area 

produces 12.669 pounds of CO2 per gallon and diesel fuel usage produces 22.384 pounds of CO2 

per gallon (Heede 2006). 

The hauling and chipping of biomass required to fuel the 10 kWe CHP plant is expected to take 

50 hours of machine time fueled by diesel.  Equipment used for hauling and chipping burns an 

estimated 1.55 gallons of diesel per hour based on historical Ranch maintenance records, 

releasing an estimated 1119 pounds of CO2 into the atmosphere annually. 

Electricity sold back to the grid is expected to be 36,000 kWh or a net reduction of 64,620 

pounds of CO2 annually.  Avoided propane usage is estimated at 3,750 gallons resulting in a 

reduction of 47,509 pounds of CO2 annually. 

Total net reduction in CO2 release for the 10 kWe system versus the status quo is 111,010 

pounds or 50 metric tons annually, 1250 metric tons for the 25 year lifespan of the CHP facility.  

I do not discount CO2  reduction over the 25 period in this analysis, primarily because there 
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seems to be no agreement on what this discount rate should be or even whether it should be 

used at all.  Marshall (2009) states, “Use of a simple discount factor on (carbon) physical units 

is, in fact, a poor substitute for an explicit representation of the complex warming and damage 

dynamics associated with those units.  It is therefore always preferable to avoid the use of 

physical discounting and instead include a full analysis translating emission flow impacts into 

cost and benefit impacts that can be appropriately discounted using traditional financial 

methods”.  Although I have not performed a full analysis on these emission flows, using non-

discounted CO2 values gives the decision maker the information he needs for my preliminary 

analysis. 

Wildfire Risk Reduction 

Wildfire risk reduction calculations are based on the predicted percentage of biomass removed 

based on the annual tonnage removed.   All biomass for the 10 kWe system will be removed 

from the Gambel oak stands.  Wildfire can spread rapidly and unpredictably in Gambel oak 

under favorable conditions.  These conditions include drought periods or in the spring and fall 

when vegetation dries out (Jester et al.  2008). Transporting Gambel oak harvested material 

offsite creates a larger break in fuel continuity than the smaller aspen clear cuts.  Given the 

potential for extreme fire behavior and the larger size of treatment areas for Gambel oak 

compared to aspen clear cuts, I have chosen to target Gambel oak first for fuels reduction. 

The 10 kWe will require 54 tons of Gambel oak removal out of a total of 62 tons of Gambel oak 

and 240 tons of aspen.  This represents the potential to remove about 20% of the biomass for 
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fuels reduction or a total of 1350 tons for the life of the CHP project.  The status quo will 

remove no biomass for fuels reduction and wildfire risk mitigation. 

Transport of Biomass from the Woods 

Hauling the biomass from the woods requires the use of equipment on Ranch primary roads 

and historical secondary roads which are used as trails and fire roads.  This traffic may have a 

negative impact on Ranch homeowners and needs consideration. 

The APL 10 kWe CHP plant requires 54 tons of biomass to be hauled from the woods or about 

31 cords.  The capacity of the trailer is 2 cords per trip (dependent on terrain) for an expected 

number of trips annually not to exceed 20, or a total of 500 trips for the life of the CHP project.  

These trips will be scheduled in September when the ground is dry and few are in residence on 

the Ranch. 

The status quo will not require the transport of fuels from the treatment site. 

Visual Impacts 

The status quo will maintain the current visual impacts associated with the maintenance 

facility.  Adding the APL 10 kWe facility and storage will impact the aesthetics in a number of 

ways. 

The CHP plant will require the addition of three pre-fabricated steel containers, one to house 

the power plant and two to store wood chips.  There will also be a storage area for air drying 

the stockpile (log deck) of Gambel oak.  Little site work will need to occur due to the modular 
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nature and small footprints of the structures and storage.  Figure 2 illustrates typical storage 

containers and the storage area. 

 
Figure 2:  Structures associated with a combined heat and power plant.   Clock wise from top 
left:  One container housing power unit (All Power Labs 2011), log storage for drying (Alberni 
2010) and two containers to store dried wood chips (Hayes Trading Company 2011). 

 

Results 

Using MAUT analysis, I quantified the conflicting objectives important to the Ranch owners 

when comparing the single technology that had a positive payback against the status quo, 

assuming the technology would perform as predicted by the manufacturer.  Because the 

technology is unproven, I then analyzed the effects of uncertainty about the longevity and 
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annual operating capacity on the viability of using such a power facility using MAUT analysis 

under uncertainty. 

Alternatives and Attributes 

My objectives, to maximize the economics of the combined heat and power plant, minimize the 

aesthetic impacts of a power plant, minimize the impacts of traffic associated with hauling the 

biomass from the field to the power plant facility, and maximize the environmental objectives 

of wildfire risk reduction and carbon dioxide emissions reductions, have an associated measure 

of performance for each alternative.  These measurements or attributes may be clearly defined 

as illustrated by NPV (dollars) or not so easily defined as in the case of CHP plant aesthetics.   An 

attribute that is not as easily defined was assigned a proxy measure (Clemen and Reilly 2001).    

I gave the attribute of CHP plant aesthetics a proxy measure, based on the visibility of the plant 

and storage facility. Table 4 lists the alternatives and the attributes along with the 

corresponding value for each attribute. 

Table 4:  Selected alternatives with attributes and corresponding values for each attribute. 
 

Attribute APL 10 kWe Status Quo 

NPV ($) 
 

(-$588,933) (-$618,423) 

Visual Appeal (V) Additional Structures and Storage No Additional Structures and 
Storage 

CO2 Reduction in Metric Tons (CO2) 
 

1250 0 

 
Fuels Reduction in Tons per Year (F) 

 
54 

 
0 

 

Trips from the Field per Year (T) 

 

20 

 

0 
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Multiattribute Utility Analysis 

MAUT attempts to decide how best to trade off increased value on one objective for lower 

value on another objective (Clemen and Reilly 2001).  I have already identified the fundamental 

objectives that the decision maker (DM) feels are important to this decision making process.  

The DM in my analysis is the president of the Ranch homeowners association, acting as a proxy 

for the group.  These objectives were then placed in a fundamental-objectives hierarchy 

(Clemen and Reilly 2001) (Fig. 3). 

 
Figure 3:  Objectives hierarchy for the overall goal of incorporating Ranch produced biomass 
to fuel a combined heat and power plant. 
 

The overall objective of the MAUT was to evaluate whether CHP is a viable use of biomass 

produced on the Ranch when trading off multiple conflicting sub-objectives.  Conflicting sub-

objectives include (1) economics; (2) aesthetics of the CHP facility and associated storage of 

Is a Combined Heat and Power Plant a Viable Use of the Biomass Produced on the 
Ranch?

Environmental

Maximize CO2 
Reduction

Tons CO2

Measure

Maximize 
Wildfire 

Mitigation

Fuels  Risk 
Reduction

Measure

Maximize Economic 
Benefits

Net Revenue

Measure

Minimize 
Aesthetic Impacts

Visual 
Appeal

Measure

Maximize Social 
Acceptability

Transport 
from Field

Measure
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biomass at the facility; (3) environmental factors, which include CO2  emissions reductions and 

wildfire mitigation;   and (4) the social acceptability of transporting biomass from the harvest 

site to the CHP plant. 

The CHP plant visual impacts sub-objective presented a conflict because of placing what may be 

considered an unsightly facility at the Ranch’s maintenance facility – the location of choice due 

to common ownership, access to the grid and the ability to use the heat at the Ranch Center.  

The economic sub-objective represented different cost and income streams for each 

alternative.  Environmental concerns included the sub-objectives of fire risk mitigation and CO2 

reductions.  Social acceptability concerns the amount of traffic on Ranch roads hauling biomass 

from the field to the CHP plant facility. 

By placing each of the attributes on a common scale it is easier to make a comparison of the 

alternatives in the decision making process.  Utility (U) is the common scale assigned to the 

attributes, with the best outcome given a utility of 1 and the worst outcome given a utility of 0 

for each attribute (Clemen and Reilly 2001).   

The DM also had different priorities for each attribute when trading off one attribute for 

another in the decision making process.  By assigning each attribute a relative importance or 

weight (K), this preference can also be quantified on a scale of 0 to 1 (Clemen and Reilly 2001).   

Multiattribute Utility Analysis Under Certainty 

MAUT under certainty assumes that predicted outcomes are certain.  In this case MAUT under 

certainty assumes that the APL 10 kWe CHP plant will perform as predicted.  I performed a 
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MAUT under certainty based on the assumption that the technology performs at 3600 hours 

per year and lasts for 25 years.  Table 5 is the decision matrix for MAUT under certainty listing 

the 5 attributes and 2 alternatives involved in the decision making process along with the 

utilities assigned to each attribute.  Since there were only two alternatives there could only be 

two outcomes for each attribute, the best and the worst.  Therefore, the attribute either 

displayed the highest possible utility (1) or the lowest possible utility (0).   

 
Table 5:  Alternatives and attributes table with associated values and utilities for each 
attribute. 
 

Attribute APL 10 kWe Status Quo 
 

NPV 
$ 

 
($588,933) 
Utility = 1 

 
 ($618,423) 
Utility = 0 

 
Visual appeal 

V 

 
Additional Structures and 

Storage 
Utility = 0 

 
No Additional Structures and 

Storage 
Utility = 1 

 
CO2 reduction in metric Tons 

CO2  

 
1250 

Utility = 1 

 
0  

Utility = 0 
 

Fuels risk reduction in tons 
per year 

F 

 
54 

Utility =1 

 
0 

Utility = 0 

 
Trips from the field per year 

T 

 
20 

Utility = 0 

 
0 

Utility = 1 

 

Table 5 shows that neither alternative is best on all attributes.  The preferred choice depended 

on the DM’s priorities among the attributes or weights.  To determine these weights I used the 

Swing Weighting Method (Clemens and Reilly 2001) and obtained the results listed in Table 6. 
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Table 6:  Attributes for comparing the status quo power purchases with a 10kWe combined 
heat and power plant, with weights assigned using the Swing Weighting Method. 

Attribute Weight 

NPV 0.091 

Visibility 0.455 

CO2 reduction 0.364 

Fuels risk reduction 0.045 

Trips from field 0.045 

 

Table 7 is the decision matrix with the weights from the DM used to calculate overall utilities.  

The alternative with the highest utility was the preferred alternative, considering the tradeoffs 

among conflicting objectives.  The alternatives are listed along with corresponding attributes, 

the utilities (U) are weighted (K) for each attribute to get a weighted utility (WU). WU is simply 

the product of K times U.  WU is then summed to get the overall weighted utility or overall 

utility. 
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Table 7:  Multiattribute utility analysis under certainty showing alternatives and attributes 
with associated utilities, weighted utilities and overall utilities for each alternative.   
 

Attribute APL 10 kWe Status quo 

NPV 

K=0.091 

U=1 

WU=0.091 

U=0 

WU=0 

Visibility 

K=0.455 

U=0 

WU=0 

U=1 

WU=0.455 

CO2 reduction 

K=0.364 

U=1 

WU=0.364 

U=0 

WU=0 

Fuel reduction 

K=0.045 

U=1 

WU=0.045 

U=0 

WU=0 

Trips from field 

K=0.045 

U=0 

WU=0 

U=1 

WU=0.045 

Overall utility 0.5 0.5 

K=Weight, U=Utility, WU=Weighted Utility, WU=U*K, Overall Utility=Sum of WU in Column 

 

This analysis under Certainty showed that there was no clear preferred alternative.  The DM 

placed a high priority on aesthetics when considering the tradeoffs associated with the other 

attributes.  He got minimal satisfaction from the financial gains based on the length of the 

project and the savings over the time period.  He felt the NPV savings over 25 years of the life of 

the CHP plant, amounting to a savings of $2100 per owner, was of little consequence compared 

to the aesthetics of the plant and storage facilities.   He did feel that the CO2 reduction gave 

him a high level of satisfaction relative to the other attributes but it did not outweigh his 

preference for the current aesthetics of the Ranch Center.  
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Twenty trips from the field annually was of little concern to the DM.  Were the upper bounds of 

trips from the field in the range for the 25 kWe plant, requiring over 100 hundred trips from the 

field annually, the DM might have placed more significance on this trade-off.  

 

Sensitivity to Weights 

Because the overall utilities for each alternative were equal in the MAUT under Certainty, the 

choice between the status quo and the APL 10 kWe was highly sensitive to the weights the DM 

placed on the attributes.  Any change in weights would have changed the outcome of the 

analysis and made one of the alternatives preferred. Had the DM placed higher weights on the 

visibility of the CHP plant or trips from the field, the status quo would have been the preferred 

alternative.  Had he placed higher weights on any of the other attributes, the APL 10 kWe 

would have been the preferred alternative. 

 Sensitivity to APL 10 kWe Plant Reliability 

I spoke to the manufacturer of the ALP 10 kWe gasification unit about estimates for the power 

plant reliability to assess probabilities associated with the lifespan and the annual hours of 

operation of the technology.  I asked him to predict the “most likely”, “pessimistic” and 

“optimistic” estimates for both run time annually and expected life of the plant (Table 8). 
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Table 8:  Reliability of APL 10 kWe in hours run time and years assessed from interview of 
manufacturer (Little 2011). 
 

 Expected Life of Technology Expected Hours of Annual 
Run Time 

 
Pessimistic 10 Years 3000 
Most likely 15 Years 3600 
Optimistic 25 Years 5000 

 

I conducted a breakeven analysis on the number of hours per year the plant runs based on the 

assumption it runs for 25 years and an analysis on the plant running at full capacity (3600 

hours) per year but dying prior to the 25 years of predicted life. 

Figure 3 shows the NPV values at different numbers of hours of operation per year.  The cash 

flows assumed that O&M cost would be reduced if it ran at less than 3600 hours while energy 

purchases would increase, both proportionally.  The manufacturer represented that he was 

confident the plant would run at least 3000 hours a year.  This 3000 annual hours of operation 

still provides enough energy production to present a favorable NPV when comparing to the 

status quo.  Lower hourly production annually would have no impact on the plant visibility 

attribute since the plant and storage structures would continue to be on site for the 25 year 

period whether the plant operates for 3000 hours or 3600 hours.  Plant operation at 3000 

hours per year still had a more favorable NPV than the status quo, reducing CO2 and fuels 

loading, and requiring trips from the field. 
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       NPV

 
Hours 

 
Figure 4:  Breakeven point for APL 10 kWe vs. status quo based on annual hours of operation. 
 

The manufacturer’s uncertainty about the life of the plant posed more significant risk when 

assessing the financial viability of the plant.  Figure 5 shows that at the point the manufacturer 

suggested is the most likely lifespan of the plant (15 years) it can no longer provide a NPV break 

even result when compared to the status quo.  Should the plant die before 16 years, a 

reasonable assumption as suggested by the manufacturer, NPV will not outperform the status 

quo, CO2 and fire will no longer be mitigated, visibility will not be a factor, since the facilities 

will be removed and the storage area abandoned, and trips from the field will drop to zero 

when the plant fails.   
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             NPV 

 
Years 

 
Figure 5:  Breakeven point for APL 10 kWe vs. status quo based on life of plant. 
 

Multiattribute Utility Analysis Under Uncertainty 

 The overriding uncertainty related to this analysis is the reliability of the chosen  

CHP technology.  The APL 10 kWe CHP unit, although marketed commercially, is new 

technology without a track record of performance.  Since the lifespan of the plant posed more 

significant risk than the expected run times for the plant I ran MAUT under Uncertainty based 

on the lifespan of the plant.  MAUT under uncertainty adjusts the overall utility of an alternative 

by using the probability of the event occurring to calculate an expected overall utility.  I 

assumed that the plant will not be replaced if it dies before year 25 or will be replaced with a 

different technology not currently available or predictable at this time.  I also assumed that the 
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net cost of decommissioning the plant prior to 25 years is zero since the components are 

modular and can be sold to mitigate any site remediation. 

I elicited new utilities from the DM for all attribute values associated with decommissioning the 

plant at years 10, 15 and 25, along with the status quo (Table 9).  I based these time frames on 

the manufacture’s prediction of the ‘pessimistic’, ‘most likely’ and ‘optimistic’ estimations for 

the life of the plant when compared to the status quo.  The utilities were elicited using the 

Certainty Equivalent Method (Clemens and Reilly 2001).   

Table 9:  Utilities and values of attributes for MAUT under uncertainty for CHP plant 
predicted life and status quo. 
 

Attribute Status Quo APL 10 kWe 
10 Years 

APL 10 kWe 
15 Years 

APL 10 kWe  
25 Years 

 
NPV ($618,423) 

 
U=0.42 

 

($658,358) 

 
U=0 

($641,463) 

 
U=0.19 

($588,933) 

 
U=1 

Visibility No Additional 
Structures or Storage 

 
U=1 

 

Look at Structures and 
Storage for 10 Years 

 
U=0.5 

Look at Structures and 
Storage for 15 Years 

 
U=0.25 

Look at Structures and 
Storage for 25 Years 

 
U=0 

CO2 Reduction in 
Metric Tons 

 

No Reduction 
 

 
U=0 

 

500 Tons Reduction over 
10 Years 

 
U=0.19 

750 Tons Reduction over 
15 Years 

 
U=0.32 

1250 Tons Reduction over 
25 Years 

 
U=1 

Fuels Reduction No Reduction 
 

 
U=0 

 

540 Tons Fuel Removed 
over 10 Years 

 
U=0.23 

810 Tons Fuel Removed 
over 15 Years 

 
U=0.35 

1350 Tons Fuel Removed 
in 25 Years 

 
U=1 

Trips from the 
Field 

No Trips from the Field 
 

 
U=1 

 

200 Trips from the Field 
over 10 Years 

 
U=0.6 

300 Trips from the Field 
over 15 Years 

 
U=0.4 

500 Trips from the Field 
over 25 Years 

 
U=0 

U=Utility 
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I assigned probabilities to these life spans using the Pearson-Tukey approximation to a 

continuous distribution (Clemens and Reilly 2001).   The probability the plant will operate for 10 

years is 0.185, for 15 years 0.63 and for 25 years 0.185. 

I discussed changing the weights with the DM and he was satisfied with his previous choices so 

these weights remain the same as in the MAUT under Certainty analysis.  The outer ranges for 

utilities stayed constant for the status quo and the 10 kWe electric alternatives with the 

exception of the NPV which increased but still only created a total loss of about $5,000 per 

owner over the life of the project, an insignificant number for the DM when projecting over 25 

years.  Using the new utilities and assigning probabilities to each event resulted in new overall 

utilities (Table 10).  Again, the weighted utilities (WU) are the product of K and U, the overall 

utility is the sum of WUs in a column.  But here, under uncertainty, each overall utility is 

multiplied by the probability of that event occurring, and then summed to get an expected 

overall utility. 

Table 10 shows that when considering the uncertainty of the life of the CHP plant the Status 

Quo has a higher expected overall utility at 0.538 and is the alternative of choice.  This table 

also illustrates that had the DM placed a higher weight on the economics of the project, the 

Status Quo would still be the preferred alternative based on the uncertainty of the plant life 

changing the utilities dramatically for this attribute. 
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Table 10:  MAUT under uncertainty, showing alternatives and attributes with associated 
utilities, weighted utilities and overall utilities for each alternative. 
 
 

Attribute 10 kWe 
10 Years 

 
P=0.185 

10 kWe 
15 Years 

 
P=0.63 

10 kWe 
25 Years 

 
P=0.185 

Status Quo 
Under 

Uncertainty 
P=1 

 
NPV 

K=0.091 
 

 
U=0 

WU=0 

 
U=0.19 

WU=0.017 

 
U=1 

WU=0.091 

 
U=0.42 

WU=0.038 

 
CO2 

Reduction 
K=0.364 

 

 
 

U=0.19 
WU=0.069 

 
 

U=0.32 
WU=0.116 

 
 

U=1 
WU=0.364 

 
 

U=0 
WU=0 

 
Visibility 
K=0.455 

 

 
U=0.5 

WU=0.228 

 
U=0.25 

WU=0.114 

 
U=0 

WU=0 

 
U=1 

WU=0.455 

 
Trips from 

Field 
K=.045 

 

 
 

U=0.6 
WU=0.027 

 
 

U=0.4 
WU=0.018 

 
 

U=0 
WU=0 

 

 
 

U=1 
WU=0.045 

Fuels 
Reduction 
K=0.045 

 

 
U=0.23 

WU=0.01 

 
U=0.35 

WU=0.016 

 
U=1 

WU=0.045 

 
U=0 

WU=0 

 
Overall 
Utility 

 

 
0.334 

 
0.281 

 
0.5 

 
0.538 

 

Expected 
Overall 
Utility 

 
0.248 

(0.185(P)*0.334)+(0.63(P)*0.281)+(0.185(P)*0.5) 

 
0.538 

(1(P)*0.538) 
 

U=Utility, K=Weight, WU=Weighted Utility=K*U, P=Probability of Event Occurring, Overall Utility=Sum of WU in 
Column 

 

 Discussion 

My analysis using MAUT under certainty showed that there was no clearly preferred alternative 

based on the tradeoffs among environmental, social and economic consequences of the two 
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alternatives examined, the APL 10 kWe CHP plant and the status quo of continuing to buy 

energy at retail prices.  This MAUT analysis weighed the decision maker’s conflicting objectives 

of maximizing financial returns, minimizing aesthetic impacts of the CHP plant, maximizing CO2 

reduction and fuels risk reduction, and minimizing the social impact of trips from the field to 

haul biomass to the CHP plant.  Both alternatives had an overall utility of 0.5.  These overall 

utilities were calculated assuming that the chosen technology, the APL 10 kWe CHP plant, 

would perform as expected for 3600 hours per year with an expected life of 25 years.   Because 

there were only two alternatives, and thus only two performance levels possible for each 

attribute (best and worst, with utilities of 1 and 0, respectively) (Table 7), this parity of overall 

utilities was the result of the weights the decision maker placed on the attributes.  Had the 

decision maker chosen even the slightest difference in the weights of the attributes, the choice 

would have shifted toward one alternative or the other. 

The high weight the decision maker assigned to the aesthetics attribute (0.455), overwhelmed 

the weights assigned to the other attributes with the exception of the next highest weight on 

CO2 reduction(0.364).  This surprised me, as I had assumed NPV would be the most important 

attribute to the decision maker.  However, financial return, fuels risk reduction and trips from 

the field attributes had minimal importance in the decision making process, with weights of 

0.091, 0.045 and 0.045 respectively.  The decision maker viewed a reduction in CO2 emissions of 

1250 metric tons over 25 years as important, whether he understood the environmental 

impacts of this amount of CO2 reduction or not, when viewed against those attributes he may 

have more tangibly related to (trips from the field, tons of fuel reduction and economic 

returns).  The 20 trips from the field annually, $2100 dollar savings per owner over 25 years and 
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54 tons of fuels reduction per year on 6100 acres were insignificant to the decision maker 

compared to 1250 metric tons of CO2 reduction and the impact of looking at a CHP plant for 25 

years. 

I was also surprised about the concern for aesthetics of the CHP plant because the decrease in 

aesthetics of an already unattractive maintenance facility, that stores fuel, garbage, ranch 

supplies, vehicles and equipment, seemed insignificant to me.  Perhaps the objective I 

examined in my objectives hierarchy was not clearly defined and I could have considered the 

use of these buildings as a wood burning power plant as an objective. 

Other objectives not examined in my analysis may also need to be investigated, identified and 

quantified.  There are other social issues that may need to be addressed, such as public 

relations benefits to the Ranch from using biomass to reduce fossil fuel energy use and CO2 

emissions.  Good public relations could have positive direct benefits in the form of increased 

land values when marketing properties for sale.  However, other environmental objectives may 

need to be identified to ensure public relations are truly positive.  There may be environmental 

factors overlooked in this analysis that could result in negative public relations.  This analysis 

did not look at ambient air quality, noise, spatial and temporal carbon and nutrient cycles 

associated with the removal of the biomass from the sites, hydrological impacts of biomass 

removal and the wildlife impacts of removing the biomass from the harvested sites.  These 

environmental factors could have significance in the overall decision making process, along with 

negative public relations, and may need to be considered in trading off the multiple conflicting 

objectives.  Other economic objectives could also be investigated.  For example, using the heat, 
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produced by a CHP plant, in a greenhouse to grow vegetables and ornamental plants could 

make the economics more attractive and create positive public perceptions outside the Ranch 

homeowner community. 

The APL 10 kWe power plant has no performance record and may not operate the full 3600 

hours per year or for 25 years, as assumed in the MAUT under certainty analysis.  The 

uncertainty of the technology played a key role in the final outcome of my MAUT under 

uncertainty analysis, which eliminated the CHP plant as a viable alternative to the status quo of 

continuing to purchase energy at the retail price.  As CHP technologies develop, becoming more 

available while showing proven reliability at an affordable price, CHPs may perform better on 

the attributes I examined in my analysis, and potentially higher financial returns may take on 

greater weights.  A technology that can produce more electrical power and can match the 

thermal needs for the entire Ranch common area, including the district heat and hot water for 

employee housing would utilize more of the available biomass produced on the Ranch.  Being 

able to produce a breakeven point earlier than 20 years and providing a savings that the owners 

find attractive may also place more weight on the economics of the project.  A larger scale 

system which could reduce more CO2 emissions would be more attractive to the decision 

maker, based on the weight he placed on the CO2 reductions of the APL 10 kWe CHP plant.  A 

larger plant would also provide more fuels risk reduction, perhaps putting more weight on this 

attribute.  However, this may also be the case for trips from the field since the decision maker 

currently sees little impact from hauling 20 loads of biomass from the field annually.  If this 

attribute were to increase to 150 trips annually, the decision maker may weight it more heavily.  

The aesthetics of the plant may take on less weight than it currently does if the other attributes 
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change significantly due to more reliable and affordable technologies that are able to use more 

of the biomass to efficiently produce heat and electrical power. 

Conclusion 

My analysis shows the time is not right for developing a small scale biomass-fueled CHP plant 

on the Ranch, but it does not eliminate the possibility of the future development of a small 

scale biomass-fueled CHP project.  It is not viable now, primarily, because of the concern about 

the plant’s aesthetics and the uncertainties associated with CHP technologies currently 

available in the marketplace.  The low weight assigned to financial returns also played a 

significant role, with a long payback period and small returns associated with the CHP facility.  

Uncertainty about the reliability of CHP technology, along with the limited availability of small 

scale biomass-fueled CHP technologies, reduces their attractiveness, suggesting that these 

technologies must be developed further to become economically attractive alternative energy 

strategies at the scale needed on the Ranch.  My decision maker did place significant 

importance on the desire to reduce CO2 reductions, which I speculate will make a difference in 

future decisions when reliable and affordable small scale CHP technologies become available. 

MAUT analysis is a valuable tool in the decision making process if the proper objectives are 

identified and quantified.  I identified and quantified objectives considered important to the 

decision maker in my analysis, but other objectives may also need to be considered as small 

scale biomass-fueled technologies become more reliable, affordable and available.  With the 

development of new CHP technologies and as the awareness of the social cost of increased 

greenhouse gas emissions evolves, it may become more socially acceptable to produce power 
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onsite, especially if the financial returns are more attractive than the returns shown in my 

analysis.  My analysis can serve as a basis for the Ranch and other landowners to use when 

considering the multiple conflicting objectives involved in the decision making process, not only 

when technologies develop in small scale biomass-fueled CHP, but also as a template for other 

alternative energy strategies that require trading off multiple objectives. 
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Appendix A.  Feller-buncher mounted to a skid-steer (left) and a chipper in the field (right). 

 

 

             (Courtesy:  Fecon Corporation) 
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Appendix B:   Landing (below) and chipper (following page) 

 

 

 

 

                                                   (Alberni 2010) 
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(Courtesy:  Laimet) 
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Appendix C:  Log trailer pulled by tractor similar to Ranch owned tractor. 

 

 

 

 

 

(Courtesy: Hakmet) 
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Appendix D:  Gasification process driving an internal combustion engine with heat recovery. 

 

 

 

(Gallagher 2002) 
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Appendix E:  Talbott’s 25 kWe CHP plant specifications. 

 

TALBOTT’S BIOMASS GENERATORS LTD 

Tollgate Drive, Tollgate Industrial Estate, Stafford, England, ST16 3HS 

Telephone: (01785) 213366 (6 lines).   Fax (01785) 256418 
 

 

Harnessing the Power of Nature 
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TALBOTT’S BIOMASS GENERATORS LTD 

Tollgate Drive, Stafford, England, ST16 3HS 

Telephone: (01785) 213366 (6 lines).   Fax (01785) 256418 
 

Our Ref. S/Q/N/BG25-TBG-153 

 

January 6, 2011 

 

Mr. Mike Thomas 

Aspin 

Colorador, USA 

 

Dear Mike: 

 

We want to thank you for your valued enquiry and we are pleased to offer the following budget 
quote for the BG25 Biomass Generator. Final prices could be higher or lower depending upon 
your detailed specification. This proposal includes the following sections: 

1) Commercial Specification 

2) Technical Description 

3) Benefits and Background Information 

4) Technical Specification 

5) Client’s Responsibilities 

 

The Biomass Generator Combined Heat and Power plants will provide you with the following: 

 Renewable energy 
 25 kWe of electrical energy available for sale 
 80 kWt of hot water 
 Compliant with Environmental Protection Act regulations 
 Significant carbon emission savings 
 Effective use for energy crops and forest residue 
 Competitively priced source of energy 
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We realise there may be areas that require further information or discussion, so please do not 
hesitate to contact us with any questions you may have. 

 

Ivan R Tatt 

Director 

 

 

Garry Spence 

EverGreen Energy Corp. 

Agent for Talbott’s Biomass Generators LTD 

2-89 Chestnut Street         Phone: (519) 631-6035 

St. Thomas, Ontario         Email: sirdocan@allstream.net  

Canada N5R 2B1         Web site: www.egecorp.com  

  

 

 

Commercial Specification 

 

 

Talbott’s Biomass Generators offer to Design, Manufacture, Deliver, Install & Commission 

 

 

1 off BG25 CHP Biomass Generator  

25 kWe Electrical output with 80 kW thermal output Combined Heat and Power from each unit. 

 

 

Including: 
 

BG25 CHP Biomass Generator unit inc. control panel  £165,000.00  

50m3 Bunker for Chipped Fuel, Sweeper Discharge Silo System  Included  

(auto fuel delivery system),  

Delivery, Installation and Commissioning   Subject to site survey    

mailto:sirdocan@allstream.net
http://www.egecorp.com/
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Total Price £165,000.00 ex-works UK plus VAT 
 

Exchange $1.55 USD per GBP – January 6, 2011 

 
Distribution of electricity and hot water is not included within our scope of supply 

 
Payment Terms:  25% with order, 25% at 50% build completion, 25% at 75% build completion 20% 

before delivery, 5% on commissioning completion. Finance plans available on request. 

  
Service:        Full service, parts and labour cover plan available on request.  

 
Warranty:       12 months parts and labour  

 

Delivery:  16wks estimated 

 

Conditions of Sale: Talbott’s Standard conditions of sale 

 

Transport  To be determined 

 

Installation:  Subject to site survey 

 

Commissioning:  Subject to site survey 

 

VAT:   To be added at current rate, if applicable 

 

Liquidated Damages or perceived liabilities are excluded 
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Technical Description 

 

Our generation system can be described as biomass fuelled indirect firing of a compound series 
radial gas turbine generator set. The system briefly consists of a high temperature biomass 
combustor with integral recuperation, a matching high temperature heat exchanger, and a 
biomass turbine generator set. The engine system intakes ambient air and compresses it.  

 

This pressurised air is then heated by the biomass combustion via the heat exchanger. The 
pressurised and now heated clean air is then expanded over the power turbine, giving 
mechanical energy. This mechanical energy passes through a reduction gearbox and is then 
converted into electricity via an asynchronous generator. Turbine exhaust gases are 
recuperated into the combustor; therefore the system only has one exhaust which is fitted with 
an air to water heat exchanger for CHP. The system can be operated with a wide range of 
biomass and solid fuels; these can include some waste streams. The electrical output can be 
connected at very low cost to the grid to suit local standards e.g. a standard 415/3/50Hz 
connection. 

 

Benefits and Background Information 
 

Talbott’s Biomass Generators Ltd offer a range of biomass powered electricity generating 
systems which have been designed to form the key component in renewable energy schemes, 
sustainable waste management programmes and remote power supplies. Talbott’s hold the 
patent for the indirect fired system used within the Biomass Generator.  The Talbott's BG25CHP 
system employs direct combustion of biomass/wood based material to produce electricity from 
the turbo compound heat engine.  The electrical energy produced offsets existing electricity 
charges and in many applications, a system for zero-cost waste disposal is inherently created 
e.g. the woodworking industry.  Fuels that can be used in this unit include forestry and 
agricultural residues, short rotation coppice, such as willow, and energy crops, such as 
miscanthus. 

 

Talbott’s power generation equipment represents a carbon dioxide neutral, renewable energy source 

using equipment which can be sited within the industrial environment.  Biomass can be considered as 

Solar Energy stored in the chemical bonds of trees and plants.  The majority of the fuel used is grown 
especially for the purpose of producing energy, therefore the same amount of carbon is taken up by the 

plant during growth as is released during burning, resulting in no net gain of carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere.  If forestry and agricultural wastes were left to decompose naturally they would release the 

same amount of carbon into the atmosphere as they would if they were used to fuel one of the units. 
 

As the Biomass Generator is a carbon neutral technology, the use of this unit will bring about 
significant carbon emission savings relating to the production of energy. The BG25 produces 20 
to 25kWe of renewable electricity and around 50kW of renewable heat, the unit will be 
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operational for approximately 8000 hours per year; carbon emission savings for this size of unit, 
compared to fossil fuel fired energy production, are calculated below. 

 

For each kW of electricity generated by UK fossil fuel fired power stations 0.45kg of carbon 
dioxide is produced. 

Therefore:  25kWe x 8000hrs/year x 0.45kg/kWh = 90 t/year 

 

The equivalent emissions from a gas-fired boiler are- 

For each kW of heat generated by a gas-fired boiler 0.19kg of carbon dioxide is produced. 

Therefore:  80kWth x 8000hrs/year x 0.19kg/kWh = 122 t/year 

 

In total 212 tonnes of CO2 emissions will be displaced each year for every BG25. This is a 
significant saving, which will greatly benefit the environment by reducing the release of carbon 
dioxide, a greenhouse gas, into the atmosphere. 

 

Talbott’s have been manufacturing wood combustion units for thirty years and have over 4,500 
reference installations world-wide.  All Talbott's combustors are compliant with EPA regulations 
and have exemption under the UK Clean Air Act due to their low emission outputs.  The BG25 
schemes comprise a fully automatic, high output, Talbott’s combustor coupled to a high 
temperature heat exchanger designed solely for this high efficiency application.  This in turn 
feeds the integral axial turbine generator set.  Exhaust heat produced by the turbine system 
can be utilised to replace or supplement existing process and space heating installations 
thereby forming a Combined Heat and Power system.  It is also possible to add an absorption 
cooling system to this CHP unit. 

 

Biomass Generator Advantages 

 

The indirect fired system re-uses all of the waste heat from the heat engine cycle, therefore 
halving fuel consumption. The only energy allowed to leave the system is from the flue gases 
and casing losses. By using direct combustion the widest range fuels can be used. Typically MC 
of around 20-30% is normal, drier fuel gives a reduction in consumption rate, while an increase 
in MC will require more fuel up to a limit of around 40% MC. 

 

The BG25 system has been developed to provide a competitively priced source of electrical 
power from wood fuel, which presents a low level of technology risk.  Using the latest power 
plant technology a product has been specifically developed for the renewable energy and waste 
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to energy market.  Many complex features of larger schemes become inappropriate as 
combustion rates and outputs are reduced and so it has been possible to offer attractive pay-
back periods in a wide range of new applications. 

 

The performance of BG25 is specified in the sections to follow. 

 

Technical Specification 

 

The technical specification of each system is quoted as follows: 

 

PLANT SPECIFICATIONS 

  

Electrical Power Output (rated) : 25 kWe 

Generating Voltage/Frequency : Selectable to meet local standards  

e.g. 415V / 3 phase / 50 Hz 

Combustor : Moving stepped grate. Heavy duty fire brick 
construction. 

Heat Exchanger : Stainless Steel giving high temperature corrosion 
resistance.  

Engine : Compound turbine system with reduction gearbox. 

Generator : Asynchronous 35kva for grid connection compliant with 
local standards. 

Grid Protection : G59 compliant. Selectable to meet local requirements  

Fuel type : Biomass.  

Fuel Size  : EU G50 standard 

Thermal Output available : 80 kW 

Heat Output Format : Hot Water up to 90oC 

Operation : Fully automated continuous output 

Water flow  : 60o in 80oC out at 45 l/min flow  
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Fuel Specification Moisture content – up to 40% 

 An increase in moisture content will give an increase in fuel consumption 

and may increase maintenance costs 

  

 Particle size to EU G50 standard - 50mm3 to dust 

 

Estimated fuel consumption 20 – 25 kg/hr (o.d.t.) – based on 
calorific value of 5kW/kg (depends on actual fuel and moisture 
content) 

 

 

Emissions Compliant with EPA regulations, under the Clean Air Act 

Very low emission and particulate levels are achieved with 
uncontaminated biomass fuels. This results in minimal combustion 
equipment maintenance. 

 

 

Operational Availability 8000 hours p.a. 

 

 

ELECTRICAL OUTPUT 

 

Subject to site-specific approval from the Regional Electricity Company, Talbott's BG25 schemes 
are configured to export power to the regional electricity network.  This arrangement will yield a 
direct income from the sale of electricity. 

 

HEAT OUTPUT 

 

Whenever BG25 plants are producing electrical power, a source of heat energy is also available. 
Hot water is continually produced at a fixed output, which can be interfaced directly to heating 
systems. 
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SCHEDULE OF EQUIPMENT 

 

The generating plant briefly comprises the following major sub-assemblies:  

 

 Combustor - 
 High temperature air-to-air heat exchanger 
 Compound Radial Series Turbines Heat Engine 
 Reduction gearbox driving asynchronous Alternator 
 Hot water heat exchanger 
 PLC based Control Panel 

 

The Combustion Zone 

* Talbott's Combustor 
* Combustion Zone with pre-heated Fuel System  
* Immolation Pre-heated Combustion Air   
* Ceramic Lined Combustion Zone, 
* Arched Ceramic Roof,  
* Dual Pass Ceramic Baffles, gravity settler area 
 

The Automatic Hot Ash De-Ashing System consists of: 

 Moving Bed.  
 Automatic De-Ashing Screw Auger 
 Storage Bin for ash storage 

 

The Grit Arrestor 

* Grit Arrestor, and Induced Draught Fan 
 

The Fuel Conveyer System 

* Rotary Valve with direct Drive Motor & Gear Box,   
* Gear Box driven Screw Feed auger    
 
The Combustion Control Panel 

* PID Feed Control of combustion temperature 
* PID ID fan Control of  combustor negative pressure 
* Safety Shunt Mechanisms  
* Display of system temperatures & pressures 
* Operation lights.  Automatically Controlled Shut Down Facility. 
* Full Logic PLC relay controls 
* Temperature/pressure controlled motors through the use of auto reversible, variable speed 

drives.  
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Turbine Gen. Set 
 25 kWe Asynchronous generator. 

 Compound series radial turbine system with reduction gearbox. 
 Lubrication & cooling systems 
 Biomass turbine computer controller 
 Display Panel with alarm PLC based data logging 
 Remote logging standard 

 

Mechanical services 
 Internal interconnecting pipe work & controls 

 All required safety features 

 Insulation 

 
 
Responsibilities of the Client 
 

 

It is the client’s responsibility to provide: 

 Suitable off-loading facilities, and access. 
 Any installation equipment i.e. Booms, Cherry Picker, etc.  
 Making good any building or brickwork.        
 Three phase electrical supply with fused isolator to comply with local standards. 
 Mains Water connection to feed header tank.  
 Connection to CHP heating network, and controls to ensure 60oC return temperature 
 Permission for electrical connection to the grid and suitable electrical distribution & metering 

system as recommended by local electricity supplier. 
 

It is the client’s responsibility to ensure: 

 Any building and planning regulations are obtained.  
 Site is clear of all obstructions prior to commencement of work.  
 All units are weathered prior to or after installation.  
 All work required for completion of Talbott installation is completed by the agreed dates. 
 A base for the BG25 should be flat, level and strong enough to support a 12 tonne uniformly 

distributed load over 3.5m x 2.0m 
    
ADDITION NOTES FOR CONSIDERATION 

 It should be noted that although the design of all Talbott System’s employ low noise 
principles, it may be necessary to carry out a full BS.4142 environmental sound level study 
at the intended installation location before Talbott’s offer any form of environmental related 
sound level guarantees. 

 Please ensure that the Talbott System is installed in a well ventilated area. 
 Please ensure that any required Transfer Feed System is compatible with the proposed 

Talbott’s System and includes a Secondary Outlet on the feed from the factory extraction of 
any process waste stream to our storage facilities  
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Conditions of contract “Design Supply & Installation” are available on request. 

 

In the event of this quotation becoming an order, it is subject to Talbott’s-Biomass Generators acceptance. 

 

With our terms and conditions the Rights of Ownership to our equipment remains with Talbott’s 
Biomass Generators until all payments are received in full.    

Service  

  

Talbott's Biomass Generators Installation and service team provides all of the necessary support 
and technical back up to make your Combined Heat and Power plant work efficiently. With 
Talbott's you're never left on your own, from initial consultation Talbott's will be there to guide 
and support. Talbott's Service team will:  

  

 Survey  
 Deliver 
 Install 
 Commission 
 Service  

 

 

Training and support will also be provided. 

 

Operating and maintenance details will be provided at time of contract. 

 

In conclusion, we believe the above system will meet your requirements fully.  

 

We realise there may be areas that require further information or discussion, so please do not 
hesitate to contact us with any questions you may have. 

Yours sincerely, 

Ivan R Tatt 

Director
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Appendix F:  All Power Labs gasification plant details. 

 

(Courtesy: All Power Labs)
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Appendix G:  Cash flow of 3 CHP projects compared to status quo. 

 

Biomass Project

Project costs of the APL 10 kWe

Description of Work Item Units Quantity Unit Cost Total Cost

Development

Engineering % 3% 65,200$    1,956$                     

1 -$                        

1 -$                        

1 -$                        

Permits and approvals 1 1,200$      1,200$                     

Development Subtotal 3,156$                     

Construction

Building LS 1 2,400$      2,400$                     

Equipment LS 1 17,000$    17,000$                   

Service Connection LS 1 2,500$      2,500$                     

Plumbing LS 1 5,000$      5,000$                     

Shipping LS 1 1,000$      1,000$                     

Chip Storage Containers LS 1 4,800$      4,800$                     

Chipper LS 1 10,000$    10,000$                   

Trailer LS 1 14,000$    14,000$                   

Feller/Buncher LS 1 8,500$      8,500$                     

-$                        

Construction Subtotal 65,200$                   

-$                        

% -$                        

Contingency % 10% 6,520$                     

Construction Total 71,720$                   

Total 74,876$                   

Annual Costs Unit Quantity Unit Cost

Operations and Maintenance

Insurance premium % 0.008 74,876$    599$                        

O&M labor and equipment p-yr 1 6,849$      7,693$                     

    

Contingencies % 0.1 8,292$      829$                        

Total 9,121$                     
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Biomass Project

Cost assumptions for the APL 10 kWe.

Energy Production kWh 36,000  $8,930 $5,470

Year Project Phase Propane Cost Total Cost

2011 Construction $0.08500 $85.00 $0 $0 2.60% $0 2.00% $0 5.50% $0

2012 Operation y1 $0.08670 $86.70 2.00% $3,121 $9,121 2.60% $9,109 2.00% $5,771 5.50% $24,001

2013 Operation y2 $0.08843 $88.43 2.00% $3,184 $9,358 2.60% $9,291 2.00% $6,088 5.50% $24,737

2014 Operation y3 $0.09020 $90.20 2.00% $3,247 $9,602 2.60% $9,477 2.00% $6,423 5.50% $25,501

2015 Operation y4 $0.09201 $92.01 2.00% $3,312 $9,851 2.60% $9,666 2.00% $6,776 5.50% $26,294

2016 Operation y5 $0.09385 $93.85 2.00% $3,378 $10,107 2.60% $9,859 2.00% $7,149 5.50% $27,116

2017 Operation y6 $0.09572 $95.72 2.00% $3,446 $10,370 2.60% $10,057 2.00% $7,542 5.50% $27,969

2018 Operation y7 $0.09764 $97.64 2.00% $3,515 $10,640 2.60% $10,258 2.00% $7,957 5.50% $28,855

2019 Operation y8 $0.09959 $99.59 2.00% $3,585 $10,917 2.60% $10,463 2.00% $8,395 5.50% $29,774

2020 Operation y9 $0.10158 $101.58 2.00% $3,657 $11,200 2.60% $10,672 2.00% $8,856 5.50% $30,729

2021 Operation y10 $0.10361 $103.61 2.00% $3,730 $11,492 2.60% $10,886 2.00% $9,344 5.50% $31,721

2022 Operation y11 $0.10569 $105.69 2.00% $3,805 $11,790 2.60% $11,103 2.00% $9,857 5.50% $32,751

2023 Operation y12 $0.10780 $107.80 2.00% $3,881 $12,097 2.60% $11,325 2.00% $10,400 5.50% $33,822

2024 Operation y13 $0.10996 $109.96 2.00% $3,958 $12,411 2.60% $11,552 2.00% $10,972 5.50% $34,935

2025 Operation y14 $0.11216 $112.16 2.00% $4,038 $12,734 2.60% $11,783 2.00% $11,575 5.50% $36,092

2026 Operation y15 $0.11440 $114.40 2.00% $4,118 $13,065 2.60% $12,019 2.00% $12,212 5.50% $37,295

2027 Operation y16 $0.11669 $116.69 2.00% $4,201 $13,405 2.60% $12,259 2.00% $12,883 5.50% $38,547

2028 Operation y17 $0.11902 $119.02 2.00% $4,285 $13,753 2.60% $12,504 2.00% $13,592 5.50% $39,849

2029 Operation y18 $0.12140 $121.40 2.00% $4,370 $14,111 2.60% $12,754 2.00% $14,339 5.50% $41,205

2030 Operation y19 $0.12383 $123.83 2.00% $4,458 $14,478 2.60% $13,009 2.00% $15,128 5.50% $42,615

2031 Operation y20 $0.12631 $126.31 2.00% $4,547 $14,854 2.60% $13,270 2.00% $15,960 5.50% $44,084

2032 Operation y21 $0.12883 $128.83 2.00% $4,638 $15,241 2.60% $13,535 2.00% $16,838 5.50% $45,613

2033 Operation y22 $0.13141 $131.41 2.00% $4,731 $15,637 2.60% $13,806 2.00% $17,764 5.50% $47,206

2034 Operation y23 $0.13404 $134.04 2.00% $4,825 $16,043 2.60% $14,082 2.00% $18,741 5.50% $48,866

2035 Operation y24 $0.13672 $136.72 2.00% $4,922 $16,460 2.60% $14,363 2.00% $19,772 5.50% $50,596

2036 Operation y25 $0.13945 $139.45 2.00% $5,020 $16,888 2.60% $14,651 2.00% $20,859 5.50% $52,398

Sub Totals $99,973 $315,627 $291,751 $295,194 $902,572

ENERGY / Power Purchase Agreement Operating Cost Electriciy Cost

Revenue assumptions for the APL 10 kWe.
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Biomass Project

Project cash flow for APL 10 kWe. Cash flow status quo - continue to buy energy at retail prices.

Year Year Energy Grant Yearly Total Construction   Annual Total Net Discounted Accum  Year Year Construction   Annual Total Net Discounted Accum  

 No Revenue Revenue Revenue Costs O&M plus Hard Costs Cash Flow Cash Flow Diiscounted  No Costs Energy Hard Costs Cash Flow Cash Flow Diiscounted

    Energy Cost   Cash Flow     Cash Flow

2011 0 $0 $16,488 $16,488 $74,876 $0 $74,876 ($58,388) ($58,388) ($58,388) 2011 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

2012 1 $3,121 $3,121 $0 $24,001 $24,001 ($20,879) ($20,271) ($78,659) 2012 1 $0 $21,932 $21,932 ($21,932) ($21,293) ($21,293)

2013 2 $3,184 $3,184 $24,737 $24,737 ($21,554) ($20,316) ($98,976) 2013 2 $22,820 $22,820 ($22,820) ($21,510) ($42,803)

2014 3 $3,247 $3,247 $25,501 $25,501 ($22,254) ($20,366) ($119,341) 2014 3 $23,749 $23,749 ($23,749) ($21,734) ($64,537)

2015 4 $3,312 $3,312 $26,294 $26,294 ($22,982) ($20,419) ($139,760) 2015 4 $24,724 $24,724 ($24,724) ($21,967) ($86,504)

2016 5 $3,378 $3,378 $27,116 $27,116 ($23,737) ($20,476) ($160,236) 2016 5 $25,746 $25,746 ($25,746) ($22,208) ($108,712)

2017 6 $3,446 $3,446 $27,969 $27,969 ($24,523) ($20,538) ($180,774) 2017 6 $26,816 $26,816 ($26,816) ($22,458) ($131,171)

2018 7 $3,515 $3,515 $28,855 $28,855 ($25,340) ($20,604) ($201,378) 2018 7 $27,939 $27,939 ($27,939) ($22,717) ($153,888)

2019 8 $3,585 $3,585 $29,774 $29,774 ($26,189) ($20,674) ($222,051) 2019 8 $29,117 $29,117 ($29,117) ($22,985) ($176,873)

2020 9 $3,657 $3,657 $30,729 $30,729 ($27,072) ($20,748) ($242,800) 2020 9 $30,352 $30,352 ($30,352) ($23,262) ($200,136)

2021 10 $3,730 $3,730 $31,721 $31,721 ($27,991) ($20,828) ($263,627) 2021 10 $31,648 $31,648 ($31,648) ($23,549) ($223,685)

2022 11 $3,805 $3,805 $32,751 $32,751 ($28,946) ($20,911) ($284,539) 2022 11 $33,008 $33,008 ($33,008) ($23,846) ($247,531)

2023 12 $3,881 $3,881 $33,822 $33,822 ($29,941) ($21,000) ($305,539) 2023 12 $34,435 $34,435 ($34,435) ($24,152) ($271,682)

2024 13 $3,958 $3,958 $34,935 $34,935 ($30,976) ($21,093) ($326,632) 2024 13 $35,932 $35,932 ($35,932) ($24,468) ($296,150)

2025 14 $4,038 $4,038 $36,092 $36,092 ($32,054) ($21,192) ($347,824) 2025 14 $37,504 $37,504 ($37,504) ($24,795) ($320,945)

2026 15 $4,118 $4,118 $37,295 $37,295 ($33,177) ($21,295) ($369,119) 2026 15 $39,154 $39,154 ($39,154) ($25,132) ($346,077)

2027 16 $4,201 $4,201 $38,547 $38,547 ($34,346) ($21,404) ($390,523) 2027 16 $40,887 $40,887 ($40,887) ($25,480) ($371,556)

2028 17 $4,285 $4,285 $39,849 $39,849 ($35,565) ($21,517) ($412,040) 2028 17 $42,707 $42,707 ($42,707) ($25,838) ($397,394)

2029 18 $4,370 $4,370 $41,205 $41,205 ($36,834) ($21,636) ($433,676) 2029 18 $44,618 $44,618 ($44,618) ($26,208) ($423,603)

2030 19 $4,458 $4,458 $42,615 $42,615 ($38,157) ($21,761) ($455,437) 2030 19 $46,626 $46,626 ($46,626) ($26,590) ($450,193)

2031 20 $4,547 $4,547 $44,084 $44,084 ($39,537) ($21,891) ($477,328) 2031 20 $48,735 $48,735 ($48,735) ($26,983) ($477,176)

2032 21 $4,638 $4,638 $45,613 $45,613 ($40,975) ($22,026) ($499,354) 2032 21 $50,951 $50,951 ($50,951) ($27,389) ($504,565)

2033 22 $4,731 $4,731 $47,206 $47,206 ($42,476) ($22,168) ($521,522) 2033 22 $53,279 $53,279 ($53,279) ($27,806) ($532,371)

2034 23 $4,825 $4,825 $48,866 $48,866 ($44,041) ($22,315) ($543,837) 2034 23 $55,727 $55,727 ($55,727) ($28,236) ($560,607)

2035 24 $4,922 $4,922 $50,596 $50,596 ($45,674) ($22,468) ($566,305) 2035 24 $58,299 $58,299 ($58,299) ($28,679) ($589,286)

2036 25 $5,020 $5,020 $52,398 $52,398 ($47,378) ($22,628) ($588,933) 2036 25 $61,002 $61,002 ($61,002) ($29,135) ($618,421)

Subtotal $99,973 $16,488 $116,461 $74,876 $902,572 $977,448 ($860,987) ($588,933)  Subtotal $0 $947,708 $947,708 ($947,708) ($618,421)  

Discount rate 3% Discount rate 3%

NPV ($588,933) NPV ($618,421)

Revenues  Costs P & L P & L Costs
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Biomass Project

Project Cost for APL 20 kWe.

Description of Work Item Units Quantity Unit Cost Total Cost

Development

Engineering % 3% 88,000$    2,640$                   

1 -$                       

1 -$                       

1 -$                       

Permits and approvals 1 1,200$      1,200$                   

Development Subtotal 3,840$                   

Construction

Building (Container) LS 1 1,800$      1,800$                   

Power Plant LS 1 26,000$    26,000$                 

Electrical Interconnect LS 1 2,500$      2,500$                   

Plumbing LS 1 5,000$      5,000$                   

Shipping LS 1 1,000$      1,000$                   

Chip Storage Containers LS 1 19,200$    19,200$                 

Chipper LS 1 10,000$    10,000$                 

Trailer LS 1 14,000$    14,000$                 

Feller/Buncher LS 1 8,500$      8,500$                   

-$                       

Construction Subtotal 88,000$                 

-$                       

% -$                       

Contingency % 10% 8,800$                   

Construction Total 96,800$                 

Total 100,640$              

Annual Costs Unit Quantity Unit Cost

Operations and Maintenance

Insurance premium % 0.008 100,640$  805$                      

O&M labor and equipment p-yr 1 12,965$    12,965$                 

    

Contingencies % 0.1 13,770$    1,377$                   

Total 15,147$                 
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Biomass Project

Cost assumtions for APL 20 kWe.

Energy Production kWh 72,000 $8,930 $5,470

Year Project Phase Propane Cost Total Cost

2011 Construction $0.08500 $85.00 $0 $0 2.60% $0 2.00% $0 5.50% $0

2012 Operation y1 $0.08670 $86.70 2.00% $6,242 $15,147 2.60% $9,109 2.00% $5,771 5.50% $30,027

2013 Operation y2 $0.08843 $88.43 2.00% $6,367 $15,541 2.60% $9,291 2.00% $6,088 5.50% $30,920

2014 Operation y3 $0.09020 $90.20 2.00% $6,495 $15,945 2.60% $9,477 2.00% $6,423 5.50% $31,845

2015 Operation y4 $0.09201 $92.01 2.00% $6,624 $16,360 2.60% $9,666 2.00% $6,776 5.50% $32,802

2016 Operation y5 $0.09385 $93.85 2.00% $6,757 $16,785 2.60% $9,859 2.00% $7,149 5.50% $33,793

2017 Operation y6 $0.09572 $95.72 2.00% $6,892 $17,221 2.60% $10,057 2.00% $7,542 5.50% $34,820

2018 Operation y7 $0.09764 $97.64 2.00% $7,030 $17,669 2.60% $10,258 2.00% $7,957 5.50% $35,884

2019 Operation y8 $0.09959 $99.59 2.00% $7,171 $18,129 2.60% $10,463 2.00% $8,395 5.50% $36,986

2020 Operation y9 $0.10158 $101.58 2.00% $7,314 $18,600 2.60% $10,672 2.00% $8,856 5.50% $38,128

2021 Operation y10 $0.10361 $103.61 2.00% $7,460 $19,083 2.60% $10,886 2.00% $9,344 5.50% $39,313

2022 Operation y11 $0.10569 $105.69 2.00% $7,609 $19,580 2.60% $11,103 2.00% $9,857 5.50% $40,540

2023 Operation y12 $0.10780 $107.80 2.00% $7,762 $20,089 2.60% $11,325 2.00% $10,400 5.50% $41,814

2024 Operation y13 $0.10996 $109.96 2.00% $7,917 $20,611 2.60% $11,552 2.00% $10,972 5.50% $43,134

2025 Operation y14 $0.11216 $112.16 2.00% $8,075 $21,147 2.60% $11,783 2.00% $11,575 5.50% $44,505

2026 Operation y15 $0.11440 $114.40 2.00% $8,237 $21,697 2.60% $12,019 2.00% $12,212 5.50% $45,927

2027 Operation y16 $0.11669 $116.69 2.00% $8,401 $22,261 2.60% $12,259 2.00% $12,883 5.50% $47,403

2028 Operation y17 $0.11902 $119.02 2.00% $8,569 $22,840 2.60% $12,504 2.00% $13,592 5.50% $48,936

2029 Operation y18 $0.12140 $121.40 2.00% $8,741 $23,433 2.60% $12,754 2.00% $14,339 5.50% $50,527

2030 Operation y19 $0.12383 $123.83 2.00% $8,916 $24,043 2.60% $13,009 2.00% $15,128 5.50% $52,180

2031 Operation y20 $0.12631 $126.31 2.00% $9,094 $24,668 2.60% $13,270 2.00% $15,960 5.50% $53,897

2032 Operation y21 $0.12883 $128.83 2.00% $9,276 $25,309 2.60% $13,535 2.00% $16,838 5.50% $55,682

2033 Operation y22 $0.13141 $131.41 2.00% $9,461 $25,967 2.60% $13,806 2.00% $17,764 5.50% $57,537

2034 Operation y23 $0.13404 $134.04 2.00% $9,651 $26,642 2.60% $14,082 2.00% $18,741 5.50% $59,465

2035 Operation y24 $0.13672 $136.72 2.00% $9,844 $27,335 2.60% $14,363 2.00% $19,772 5.50% $61,470

2036 Operation y25 $0.13945 $139.45 2.00% $10,041 $28,046 2.60% $14,651 2.00% $20,859 5.50% $63,556

Sub Totals $199,946 $524,146 $291,751 $295,194 $1,111,092

ENERGY / Power Purchase Agreement Operating Cost Electriciy Cost

Revenue assmptions for APL 20 kWe.
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Biomass Project

Project cash flow for APL 20 kWe. Cash flow for status quo - continue to buy energy at retail price.

Year Year Energy Grant Yearly TotalConstruction   Annual Total Net Discounted Accum  Year Year Construction   Annual Total Net Discounted Accum  

 No Revenue Revenue Revenue Costs O&M plus Hard Costs Cash Flow Cash Flow Diiscounted  No Costs Energy Hard Costs Cash Flow Cash Flow Diiscounted

    Energy Cost   Cash Flow     Cash Flow

2011 0 $0 $19,064 $19,064 $100,640 $0 $100,640 ($81,576) ($81,576) ($81,576) 2011 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

2012 1 $6,242 $6,242 $0 $30,027 $30,027 ($23,784) ($23,091) ($104,667) 2012 1 $0 $21,932 $21,932 ($21,932) ($21,293) ($21,293)

2013 2 $6,367 $6,367 $30,920 $30,920 ($24,553) ($23,143) ($127,811) 2013 2 $22,820 $22,820 ($22,820) ($21,510) ($42,803)

2014 3 $6,495 $6,495 $31,845 $31,845 ($25,350) ($23,199) ($151,010) 2014 3 $23,749 $23,749 ($23,749) ($21,734) ($64,537)

2015 4 $6,624 $6,624 $32,802 $32,802 ($26,178) ($23,258) ($174,268) 2015 4 $24,724 $24,724 ($24,724) ($21,967) ($86,504)

2016 5 $6,757 $6,757 $33,793 $33,793 ($27,036) ($23,322) ($197,590) 2016 5 $25,746 $25,746 ($25,746) ($22,208) ($108,712)

2017 6 $6,892 $6,892 $34,820 $34,820 ($27,928) ($23,389) ($220,979) 2017 6 $26,816 $26,816 ($26,816) ($22,458) ($131,171)

2018 7 $7,030 $7,030 $35,884 $35,884 ($28,854) ($23,461) ($244,440) 2018 7 $27,939 $27,939 ($27,939) ($22,717) ($153,888)

2019 8 $7,171 $7,171 $36,986 $36,986 ($29,816) ($23,537) ($267,977) 2019 8 $29,117 $29,117 ($29,117) ($22,985) ($176,873)

2020 9 $7,314 $7,314 $38,128 $38,128 ($30,814) ($23,617) ($291,594) 2020 9 $30,352 $30,352 ($30,352) ($23,262) ($200,136)

2021 10 $7,460 $7,460 $39,313 $39,313 ($31,852) ($23,701) ($315,295) 2021 10 $31,648 $31,648 ($31,648) ($23,549) ($223,685)

2022 11 $7,609 $7,609 $40,540 $40,540 ($32,931) ($23,790) ($339,085) 2022 11 $33,008 $33,008 ($33,008) ($23,846) ($247,531)

2023 12 $7,762 $7,762 $41,814 $41,814 ($34,052) ($23,883) ($362,968) 2023 12 $34,435 $34,435 ($34,435) ($24,152) ($271,682)

2024 13 $7,917 $7,917 $43,134 $43,134 ($35,218) ($23,981) ($386,950) 2024 13 $35,932 $35,932 ($35,932) ($24,468) ($296,150)

2025 14 $8,075 $8,075 $44,505 $44,505 ($36,430) ($24,084) ($411,034) 2025 14 $37,504 $37,504 ($37,504) ($24,795) ($320,945)

2026 15 $8,237 $8,237 $45,927 $45,927 ($37,690) ($24,192) ($435,226) 2026 15 $39,154 $39,154 ($39,154) ($25,132) ($346,077)

2027 16 $8,401 $8,401 $47,403 $47,403 ($39,002) ($24,305) ($459,531) 2027 16 $40,887 $40,887 ($40,887) ($25,480) ($371,556)

2028 17 $8,569 $8,569 $48,936 $48,936 ($40,366) ($24,422) ($483,953) 2028 17 $42,707 $42,707 ($42,707) ($25,838) ($397,394)

2029 18 $8,741 $8,741 $50,527 $50,527 ($41,786) ($24,545) ($508,498) 2029 18 $44,618 $44,618 ($44,618) ($26,208) ($423,603)

2030 19 $8,916 $8,916 $52,180 $52,180 ($43,264) ($24,673) ($533,171) 2030 19 $46,626 $46,626 ($46,626) ($26,590) ($450,193)

2031 20 $9,094 $9,094 $53,897 $53,897 ($44,803) ($24,807) ($557,977) 2031 20 $48,735 $48,735 ($48,735) ($26,983) ($477,176)

2032 21 $9,276 $9,276 $55,682 $55,682 ($46,406) ($24,946) ($582,923) 2032 21 $50,951 $50,951 ($50,951) ($27,389) ($504,565)

2033 22 $9,461 $9,461 $57,537 $57,537 ($48,075) ($25,090) ($608,013) 2033 22 $53,279 $53,279 ($53,279) ($27,806) ($532,371)

2034 23 $9,651 $9,651 $59,465 $59,465 ($49,814) ($25,241) ($633,254) 2034 23 $55,727 $55,727 ($55,727) ($28,236) ($560,607)

2035 24 $9,844 $9,844 $61,470 $61,470 ($51,627) ($25,397) ($658,651) 2035 24 $58,299 $58,299 ($58,299) ($28,679) ($589,286)

2036 25 $10,041 $10,041 $63,556 $63,556 ($53,515) ($25,559) ($684,210) 2036 25 $61,002 $61,002 ($61,002) ($29,135) ($618,421)

Subtotal ######## $19,064 $219,010 $100,640 $1,111,092 $1,211,732 ($992,722) ($684,210)  Subtotal $0 $947,708 $947,708 ($947,708) ($618,421)  

Discount rate 3% Discount rate 3%

NPV ($684,210) NPV ($618,421)

Revenues  Costs P & L P & L Costs
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Biomass Project

Project Cost for Talbott's 25 kWe

Description of Work Item Units Quantity Unit Cost Total Cost

Development

Engineering % 3% 471,000$  14,130$                   

 1 -$          -$                        

 1 -$          -$                        

 1 -$          -$                        

Permits and approvals 1 1,200$      1,200$                     

Development Subtotal 15,330$                   

Construction

Biomass Plant Delivered LS 1 296,000$  296,000$                 

Building LS 1 56,000$    56,000$                   

Storage Bunker LS 1 51,000$    51,000$                   

District Heating Infrastructure LS 1 33,000$    33,000$                   

Feller/Buncher LS 1 8,500$      8,500$                     

Trailer LS 1 14,000$    14,000$                   

Chipper LS 1 10,000$    10,000$                   

Electrical Interconnect LS 1 2,500$      2,500$                     

Construction Subtotal 471,000$                 

 % 0% 471,000$  -$                        

 % 0% -$                        

Contingency % 10% 47,100$                   

Construction Total 518,100$                 

Total 533,430$                 

Annual Costs Quantity Unit Cost Unit Cost

Operations and Maintenance

Insurance premium % 0.8% 533,430$  4,267$                     

O&M labor p-yr 1 17,132$    17,132$                   

   -$          -$                        

Contingencies % 10% 21,399$    2,140$                     

Total 23,539$                   
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Biomass Project

Revenue assumptions for Talbott's 25 kWe. Cost assumptions for Talbott's 25 kWe.

Energy Production kWh 200,000 23,539$          $8,930 $500

Year Project Phase Total Cost

$/kWh $/MWh Increase Revenue Cost Increase Cost Increase Cost Increase Cost 

2011 Construction $0.085 $85.00 $0 $0 $0 2.00% $0 5.50% $0

2012 Operation y1 $0.087 $86.70 2.00% $17,340 $23,539 2.60% $9,109 2.00% $528 5.50% $33,175

2013 Operation y2 $0.088 $88.43 2.00% $17,687 $24,151 2.60% $9,291 2.00% $557 5.50% $33,999

2014 Operation y3 $0.090 $90.20 2.00% $18,041 $24,779 2.60% $9,477 2.00% $587 5.50% $34,843

2015 Operation y4 $0.092 $92.01 2.00% $18,401 $25,424 2.60% $9,666 2.00% $619 5.50% $35,709

2016 Operation y5 $0.094 $93.85 2.00% $18,769 $26,085 2.60% $9,859 2.00% $653 5.50% $36,598

2017 Operation y6 $0.096 $95.72 2.00% $19,145 $26,763 2.60% $10,057 2.00% $689 5.50% $37,509

2018 Operation y7 $0.098 $97.64 2.00% $19,528 $27,459 2.60% $10,258 2.00% $727 5.50% $38,444

2019 Operation y8 $0.100 $99.59 2.00% $19,918 $28,173 2.60% $10,463 2.00% $767 5.50% $39,403

2020 Operation y9 $0.102 $101.58 2.00% $20,317 $28,905 2.60% $10,672 2.00% $810 5.50% $40,387

2021 Operation y10 $0.104 $103.61 2.00% $20,723 $29,657 2.60% $10,886 2.00% $854 5.50% $41,396

2022 Operation y11 $0.106 $105.69 2.00% $21,137 $30,428 2.60% $11,103 2.00% $901 5.50% $42,432

2023 Operation y12 $0.108 $107.80 2.00% $21,560 $31,219 2.60% $11,325 2.00% $951 5.50% $43,495

2024 Operation y13 $0.110 $109.96 2.00% $21,991 $32,030 2.60% $11,552 2.00% $1,003 5.50% $44,585

2025 Operation y14 $0.112 $112.16 2.00% $22,431 $32,863 2.60% $11,783 2.00% $1,058 5.50% $45,704

2026 Operation y15 $0.114 $114.40 2.00% $22,880 $33,718 2.60% $12,019 2.00% $1,116 5.50% $46,853

2027 Operation y16 $0.117 $116.69 2.00% $23,337 $34,594 2.60% $12,259 2.00% $1,178 5.50% $48,031

2028 Operation y17 $0.119 $119.02 2.00% $23,804 $35,494 2.60% $12,504 2.00% $1,242 5.50% $49,240

2029 Operation y18 $0.121 $121.40 2.00% $24,280 $36,417 2.60% $12,754 2.00% $1,311 5.50% $50,482

2030 Operation y19 $0.124 $123.83 2.00% $24,766 $37,364 2.60% $13,009 2.00% $1,383 5.50% $51,756

2031 Operation y20 $0.126 $126.31 2.00% $25,261 $38,335 2.60% $13,270 2.00% $1,459 5.50% $53,063

2032 Operation y21 $0.129 $128.83 2.00% $25,766 $39,332 2.60% $13,535 2.00% $1,539 5.50% $54,406

2033 Operation y22 $0.131 $131.41 2.00% $26,282 $40,354 2.60% $13,806 2.00% $1,624 5.50% $55,784

2034 Operation y23 $0.134 $134.04 2.00% $26,807 $41,403 2.60% $14,082 2.00% $1,713 5.50% $57,198

2035 Operation y24 $0.137 $136.72 2.00% $27,343 $42,480 2.60% $14,363 2.00% $1,807 5.50% $58,651

2036 Operation y25 $0.139 $139.45 2.00% $27,890 $43,584 2.60% $14,651 2.00% $1,907 5.50% $60,142

Sub Totals $555,405 $814,549 $291,751 $26,983 $1,133,283

ENERGY / Power Purchase Agreement Operating Cost Electriciy Cost Propane Cost
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Biomass Project

Project cash flow for Talbott's 25 kWe. Cash flow for status quo - continue to buy energy at retail prices.

Year Year Energy Grant Yearly Total Construction   Annual Total Net Discounted Accum  Year Year Construction   Annual Total Net Discounted Accum  

 No Revenue Revenue Revenue Costs O&M Cost Hard Costs Cash Flow Cash Flow Diiscounted  No Costs Energy Hard Costs Cash Flow Cash Flow Diiscounted

    plus Energy Cost   Cash Flow     Cash Flow

2011 0 $0 $62,243 $62,243 $533,430 $0 $533,430 ($471,187) ($471,187) ($471,187) 2,011 0 0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

2012 1 $17,340 $17,340 $0 $33,175 $33,175 ($15,835) ($15,374) ($486,561) 2,012 1 0 $21,932 $21,932 ($21,932) ($21,293) ($21,293)

2013 2 $17,687 $17,687 $33,999 $33,999 ($16,312) ($15,376) ($501,937) 2,013 2 $22,820 $22,820 ($22,820) ($21,510) ($42,803)

2014 3 $18,041 $18,041 $34,843 $34,843 ($16,803) ($15,377) ($517,313) 2,014 3 $23,749 $23,749 ($23,749) ($21,734) ($64,537)

2015 4 $18,401 $18,401 $35,709 $35,709 ($17,308) ($15,378) ($532,691) 2,015 4 $24,724 $24,724 ($24,724) ($21,967) ($86,504)

2016 5 $18,769 $18,769 $36,598 $36,598 ($17,828) ($15,379) ($548,070) 2,016 5 $25,746 $25,746 ($25,746) ($22,208) ($108,712)

2017 6 $19,145 $19,145 $37,509 $37,509 ($18,364) ($15,380) ($563,450) 2,017 6 $26,816 $26,816 ($26,816) ($22,458) ($131,171)

2018 7 $19,528 $19,528 $38,444 $38,444 ($18,916) ($15,381) ($578,830) 2,018 7 $27,939 $27,939 ($27,939) ($22,717) ($153,888)

2019 8 $19,918 $19,918 $39,403 $39,403 ($19,485) ($15,381) ($594,211) 2,019 8 $29,117 $29,117 ($29,117) ($22,985) ($176,873)

2020 9 $20,317 $20,317 $40,387 $40,387 ($20,070) ($15,382) ($609,594) 2,020 9 $30,352 $30,352 ($30,352) ($23,262) ($200,136)

2021 10 $20,723 $20,723 $41,396 $41,396 ($20,673) ($15,383) ($624,977) 2,021 10 $31,648 $31,648 ($31,648) ($23,549) ($223,685)

2022 11 $21,137 $21,137 $42,432 $42,432 ($21,295) ($15,384) ($640,360) 2,022 11 $33,008 $33,008 ($33,008) ($23,846) ($247,531)

2023 12 $21,560 $21,560 $43,495 $43,495 ($21,935) ($15,385) ($655,745) 2,023 12 $34,435 $34,435 ($34,435) ($24,152) ($271,682)

2024 13 $21,991 $21,991 $44,585 $44,585 ($22,594) ($15,385) ($671,130) 2,024 13 $35,932 $35,932 ($35,932) ($24,468) ($296,150)

2025 14 $22,431 $22,431 $45,704 $45,704 ($23,273) ($15,386) ($686,517) 2,025 14 $37,504 $37,504 ($37,504) ($24,795) ($320,945)

2026 15 $22,880 $22,880 $46,853 $46,853 ($23,973) ($15,387) ($701,904) 2,026 15 $39,154 $39,154 ($39,154) ($25,132) ($346,077)

2027 16 $23,337 $23,337 $48,031 $48,031 ($24,694) ($15,388) ($717,292) 2,027 16 $40,887 $40,887 ($40,887) ($25,480) ($371,556)

2028 17 $23,804 $23,804 $49,240 $49,240 ($25,436) ($15,389) ($732,681) 2,028 17 $42,707 $42,707 ($42,707) ($25,838) ($397,394)

2029 18 $24,280 $24,280 $50,482 $50,482 ($26,201) ($15,391) ($748,072) 2,029 18 $44,618 $44,618 ($44,618) ($26,208) ($423,603)

2030 19 $24,766 $24,766 $51,756 $51,756 ($26,990) ($15,392) ($763,464) 2,030 19 $46,626 $46,626 ($46,626) ($26,590) ($450,193)

2031 20 $25,261 $25,261 $53,063 $53,063 ($27,802) ($15,393) ($778,857) 2,031 20 $48,735 $48,735 ($48,735) ($26,983) ($477,176)

2032 21 $25,766 $25,766 $54,406 $54,406 ($28,639) ($15,395) ($794,252) 2,032 21 $50,951 $50,951 ($50,951) ($27,389) ($504,565)

2033 22 $26,282 $26,282 $55,784 $55,784 ($29,502) ($15,397) ($809,649) 2,033 22 $53,279 $53,279 ($53,279) ($27,806) ($532,371)

2034 23 $26,807 $26,807 $57,198 $57,198 ($30,391) ($15,399) ($825,048) 2,034 23 $55,727 $55,727 ($55,727) ($28,236) ($560,607)

2035 24 $27,343 $27,343 $58,651 $58,651 ($31,307) ($15,401) ($840,449) 2,035 24 $58,299 $58,299 ($58,299) ($28,679) ($589,286)

2036 25 $27,890 $27,890 $60,142 $60,142 ($32,251) ($15,403) ($855,853) 2,036 25 $61,002 $61,002 ($61,002) ($29,135) ($618,421)

Subtotal $555,405 $62,243 $617,648 $533,430 $1,133,283 $1,666,713 ($1,049,065) ($855,853)  Subtotal 0 $947,708 $947,708 ($947,708) ($618,421)  

  

Discount rate 3% Discount rate 3%

NPV (855,853) NPV (618,421)

P & L CostsRevenues  Costs P & L


